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1. There are several public access sites to the York River between 
the George P. Coleman Bridge and the city of West Point. However, only one 
site, Croaker Landing, exists along the southern side of the river. In 
addition, there are no recreationally oriented marinas along this section 
of the York. 
2. There are nearly 38,ooo acres of wetlands in the York River 
drainage basin. The York River State Park contains 170 acres of marsh, 91 
acres of which occur along Taskinas Creek. 
3. There are seven distinct vegetative communities in the Taskinas 
Creek marsh. Based on extent, vegetative productivity and proximity to 
water courses the saltmarsh cordgrass community which dominates 53 percent 
of the areas is, ecologically, the most valuable conununity. 
4. Taskinas Creek wetlands are comparable to other York River marshes 
in vegetative productivity. The marshes along the creek produce annually 
approximately 225 tons of ve~etati ve material ( dry weight). The area pro-
posed for the marina complex, which represents 27 percent of the creek system 
produces 53 tons of vegetation per year or 23 percent of that produced in 
the total marsh. 
5. Based on vegetative composition, total acreage, area flooded, and 
ratio of shoreline length to marsh acreage, the Taskinas Creek marsh is 
considered to be of primary ecological significance. 
6. The Taskinas Creek marsh has significant potential as a teaching 
aid in the nature study program of the park. Within the creek system the 
wetlands grade from swamp at the headwaters through freshwate!' marshes and 
into saltmarshes near the mouth. Within a distance of a mile) park visitors 
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couJ.d see and galll a better interpretation of the dynamics and of the 
variety of wetJ.ands of the CommonweaJ.th. 
The remnants of what appears to have been a corduroy road appears in 
the marsh aJ.ong :the creek about J./4 mile upstream. from the mouth. Though 
it is under nearly 2 feet of sediments and is exposed only at J.ow tide, 
this historicaJ. artifact has significant education interest to warrant its 
preservation. 
7. There are three broad categories of impacts that will deveJ.op as 
a resu1t if the proposed marina is constructed. The primary impact will be 
the a1teration of 27 acres of marsh, over 7 acFes of river bottom, and the 
J.and. used for spoil. disposa1. Secondary :impacts wi11 incJ.ude the general. 
J.oss of potential for oyster production jn waters adjacent to the marina, 
reduction in quaJ.ity of fish nursery grounds, and reduction in wild1ife 
.habitat. Tertiary impacts are considered to be those c1ose1y reJ.ated to 
management practices such as refuse control and pollution abatement, and are 
therefore more easiJ.y regulated. 
8. An al.ternative site for the proposed marjna facility for Taskinas 
Creek was located. This site is the wetJ.and proposed by the Corps of 
Engineers for disposaJ. of dredge spoilso Located J. mile downriver from. 
Taskinas Creek, this 20 acre site has significant advantages over the pro-
posed site. Less wetJ.and area wou1d be aJ.tered by its use, and deep water 
is located within 2,200 feet of shore as opposed to nearly 4,ooo feet off 
Taskinas Creek. There appears to be sufficient space for disposal of most 
of the dredged material. within the area or in nearby J.ow-lying are~s having 
1itt1e ecologicaJ. significance. The use of this site wou1d resuJ.t in the 
preservation of the Taskinas Creek marsh which is ecoJ.ogicaJ.ly more :impor-
tant than this unnamed marsh. · ·: · 
' 
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9. The suggested alternative to the proposed marina, which would 
incorporate dry land storage facilities (site not specified), could be 
constructed in a smaller space and require less basin and potentiaJJ.y less 
channel dredging. It would result in less damage to the environment than 
would the construction of the proposed Taskinas Creek marina. 
lO. The overall impacts of the total proposed park development 
including the marina compl ex rel ative to fish and shellfish production, 
wildlife habitat and to other aspects of the terrestrial and the aquatic 
enviromnent, will be significant. It is believed, however, they will not 
be so significant that they outweigh the potential public benefits that 
would be derived by the construction and operation of the proposed facility. 
ll. The park complex including the proposed marina, if developed, 
must be constructed and operated in a manner which reflects the utmost in 
concern fo1· the maintenance of the high quality of the natural environment 
of this tract of land, bordering properties, and the York River. 
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I. HISTORY 
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ASSESSMENT OF THE POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 
OF THE PROPOSED MARINA AT YORK RIVER S11ATE PARK 
In 1968 the Division of Parks of the State Department of Conservation 
and Economic Development initiated research into the feasibility of a 
marina for the proposed York River State Park located near the town of 
Croaker in James City County. The services of the Corps of Engineers, 
Norfolk District, were solicited to prepare an economic assessment of the 
necessary navigation requirements for a marina and a report was submitted 
in February 1969. 
Benefit-cost ratios indicated a marina was justifiable based on 
recreation boating in the Middle Peninsula region. Consenting reviews of 
the proposed marina by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, the 
Virginia Marine Resources Commission, the Virginia Commission of Game and 
Inland Fisheries and the Virginia Institute of Marine Science (see Appendix 
A), provided impetus for more detailed development plans. Additional plans 
were provided by planning consultants, and a York River State Park Master 
Plan was compiled. In May 1972 the Division of Parks, concerned over the 
potential impact of the proposed marina on wetlands within the confines of 
the Park property as well as on the marine resources in the adjoining 
waters of the York River, requested assistance from the Virginia Institute 
of Marine Science to evaluate this impact. In recognition of the request, 
the Institute submitted a proposal outlining the information that could be 
provided and this is outlined as follows: 
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1. A map of the wetland areas within the park bounds including the 
limits of dominant vegetative species. 
2. A standing crop estimate of the d!)lllinant vegetative species, an 
estimate of the seasonal productivity per unit area for each 
dominant fonn and an estimate of the total productivity of the 
marsh. 
3. An estimate of the losses of vegetative productivity due to the 
construction of the marina and the resultant losses to the marine 
environment. 
4. An estimate of the losses to the commercial fisheries in the 
vicinity of the park. 
5. An overall evaluation of the enviromnental impact of the park 
and marina coltq)lex on the marine environment. 
6. A.., evaluation of alternatives which might prove less damaging 
to the enviromnent. 
In August it was further requested of the Institute by the Division 
of Parks to comment on the f'ollowing additional alternatives for a marina 
complex in the York River State Park: 
1. Marina in York River without dredging and condemnation of as 
much of the oyster grounds as originally proposed. 
2. Boat docking and landing facilities with dry land storages re-
quiring less dredging. 
3. Boat docking and landing facilities with no dry land storage. 
4. A semi-circular marina complex developed from shore outward into 
the York River (dimensions not specified). 
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VIMS has addressed itself to the above outl:ined assessments and 
hereby submits its conclusions. 
II. DESCRIPI'ION OF THE PROPOSED BOATING FACILITIES 
A. MARINA AND CHANNEL TO DEEP WATER 
The York River State Park Master Plan describes a 350-4oo boat marina 
to be constructed within Taskinas Creek. The proposed marina would be 
constructed and operated such that fifty percent of the berths would be 
reserved for transient visitors and the rema:inder would be available for 
area residents to rent for long-term use. The facility would also contain 
four launching ramps, a boat service and supply building, and a snack bar-
food supply center. 
The complex would lie along the southern half of the Taskinas Creek 
marsh frcm its mouth, a distance of approx:ilnately 2,700 feet inland. Upon 
completion of the dredg:ing of the marina basinJ which would be about 400 feet 
wide by 2,300 feet long, the shoreline would be bulkheaded. 
In addition to berthing spaces for boats, parking spaces for 816 cars 
would be provided. It is anticipated by the planners that the daily capacity 
of this facility would exceed 1,500 people. 
The marina site is surrounded by 6o-90 foot wooded hills on all sides 
except the north. However, approximately 400 feet of low-lying land 
(marshland at the present tnne) would afford protection from wind and wave 
action from that direction. 
In addition to the marina,a channel measuring 80 feet wide, 6 feet 
deep and 5,300 feet long would be dredged from the basin to deep water in the 
York River. 
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B. CROAKER LANDING 
In addition to the marina complex, another launching facility would 
be developed at the present access site, Croaker Landing, which lies about 
l mile upstream in the York River. Plans call for pr?visions to launch 
2 to 4 boats at one time f ram this site. Parking for 30 cars and trailers 
would be provided. A small loading dock would be constructed to facilitate 
the launching of boats. 
It was also planned that the commercial fishing activities presently 
centered at this site would be enhanced in order to provide a location 
where park visitors might purchase !resh seafood items. 
III. METHODS OF PorENTIAL IMPACT ANALYSIS 
'l'he most apparent initial impact on the environment which the con-
struction of the marina would create would be the loss of wetlands. Exten-
sive amounts of marsh in Taskinas Creek would be dredged and filled to 
provide the required space for boats as well as for land facilities. Knowing 
that marshes are important to the marine envirorunent primarily as a source 
of the food substrate, detritus, and that these wetlands are essential to 
certain manmals and waterfowl as habitat and feeding sites, and that these 
values accrue primarily from the plants growing there, it was apparent that 
the vegetative quality and productivity of Taskinas Creek marshes would 
have to be assessed in order to evaluate the magnitude of the potential 
:unpact of the proposed marina. 
To accomplish this, a vegetative mapping program was initiated. 
Aerial photographs (1:6o,ooo scale, NASA, 1971), a 1:24,ooo scale, u. s. 
Geological Survey topographic map (Gressitt Quadrangle), and plane table 
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mapping techniques were used to delineate the dominant forms of vegetation 
within Taskinas Creek. 
Secondly, a random sa.:rr.pling program was conducted to assess the 
standing crops of the dominant forms of vegetation in the area of the 
proposed marina as well as elsewhere in the creek system. Vegetation was 
clipped from 1/4 m2 circular quadrats at preselected locations throughout 
the areas. The sampling sites were determined in the laboratory by placing 
a grid over a map of the marsh and then selecting, by use of a random 
numbers table, a number of squares within which samples were to be taken. 
After collection the grass samples were sorted to species, dried in 
ovens at 105°c for 48 hours, and then weighed to obtain estimates of 
standing crops. 
Data on vegetation were compared with similar data obtained from 
nearby marsh systems located in Ware Creek about 4 miles upstream in the 
York River, in Pu.rt~ Island across the York from Taskinas Creek and in 
Carter Creek located about 10 miles downstream and across the river in 
Gloucester County. 
For analyses of potential impacts on wildlife, personal observations 
were made of wildlife utilization of the area, and U. s. Fish and Wildlife 
Service infor:roation for the area was utilized (Appendix A). 
The impact on marine life of the proposed channel dredging to deep 
water was evaluated by use of fishery reports and data concerning the 
York River that have been compiled by VIMS in earlier studies. In addition, 
personal observations on active fish nets, crab traps and oyster grounds 
were made. Consultation with other VIMS personnel provided additional 
information on potential damage to the environment through the development 
and operation of the proposed marina. 
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Information pertaining to channel dredging, estimated siltation rates 
and sediment composition as determined by Army Corps of Engineers were 
also used. 
IV. EXISTING PUBLIC ACCESS FACILITIES ALONG THE YORK RIVER 
The proposed marina would be the first public facility of this nature 
to be constructed along the southern shoreline of the York River above the 
George P. Coleman Bridge between Yorktown and Gloucester Point. At present 
only one public launching ramp, Croaker Landing, located within the park 
bounds and suitable only for trailered boats, exists along this shoreline 
between the bridge at Yorktown and the city of West Point. 
There are several launch sites along the nort~ shore of the York River, 
however. Three of these, Gloucester Point Landing, Tanyard Landing on the 
Poropotank River across the York fronl Taskinas Creek, and the West Point 
Landing near the mouth of the Mattaponi River are controlled by the 
Connnission of Game and Inland Fisheries. Other access sites in Gloucester 
County are located at Capahosic, Claybank, Cedarbush Creek, and Timberneck 
Creek. These latter locations, which are upstream of the bridge, have very 
limited facilities and are usable only under optimum water conditions. 
A small marina which caters primarily to commercial fishermen is 
located across the York River in Gloucester County about 4 miles downriver 
from Taskinas Creek. Because of its location, this facility as well as the 
launch sites identified above are not directly accessible to Middle Penin-
sula residents.· Consequently the recreational potential of the York River 
is not being fully utilized. 
Several marinas are located between the George P. Coleman Bridge and 
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the mouth of the York River. These facilities provide berths for several 
hundred boats. Though no polls were taken, it is believed that most of 
the boat owners using these marinas spend most of their time afloat near 
the mouth of the York River ·or in the Mobjack and Chesapeake Bays. (During 
the past two years very little recreationaJ. boating has been observed along 
a two mile section of the York River between Queens Creek near Williamsburg 
and Claybank in Gloucester County. This suggests that few boaters come 
from the lower York to use waters further upriver. 
V. DESCRIPTION OF WETLANDS 
A. LOCATION 
Taskinas Creek enters the York River about 24 miles upstream from its 
mouth. The marshes of this creek, which lies wholly in James City County, 
in many ways typify the wctlfu"lds of thB entire York River Basin. ~·n1ereas 
the head waters of·Taskinas Creek drain swamps and freshwater marshes, so 
do-the major tributaries of the York, the Pamunkey and the Mattaponi 
rivers. These two rivers which enter the York at West Point, about 9 miles 
above Taskinas Creek, together drain over 20,700 acres of swamp, freshwater, 
and low salinity marsh (Wass and Wright, 1969). 
In the lower sections of Taskinas Creek saltwater marshes predominate 
just as they do along the shores and other smaller creeks and rivers enter-
ing the York. Approximately 17,600 acres of salt marsh occur along the 
York River between its mouth and West Point (Wass and Wright, 1969). 
Numerous other creeks and marshes occur in the vicinity of Taskinas 
Creek. One of the larger ones on the south side of the York is Ware Creek. 
Over 520 acres of freshwater and low salinity marshes are found here. 
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Vegetatively, this area is quite simllar to '~askinas Creek.. Ware Creek 
has been one of the sites of intensive wetland studies during the past 
two years. 
Terrapin Point marsh, about 4i miles upstrenm from Taskinas Creek, 
consists of approximately 410 acres of.wetlands. Since this marsh juts 
into the York River and is not influenced greatly by upland drainage it 
is ccmprised entirely of saltwater tolerant plants. 
Across the river from Taskinas Creek, the Poropotank River enters the 
York. More than 1,000 acres of freshwater and low salinity marshes border 
this stream (Kerwin, 1966). Downstream from the Poropotank about 1 mile, 
Purtan Island occurs. This tract of vegetatively diversified marsh is 
presently managed privately for wildlife, especially waterfowl. The more 
than 780 acres of salt marsh in this tract have in excess of 16 miles of 
internal streams, 50 feet or more in width. These waterways provide an 
important interface across which the wetlands and the marine envirorunent 
may interact. 
B. YORK RIVER STATE PARK 
There are approximately 170 acres of marsh within the park boundaries 
as determined by analysis of the U. s. Geological Survey topographic map, 
Gressitt Quadrangle. Nearly all of this system is of a low salinity type 
except in the upper reaches of Taskinas Creek where two small freshwater 
marshes exist. 
There are several distinct vegetative communities within the park's 
wetlands (see Table 1). 
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Table 1. Vegetative Communities of the T~skinas Creek Marsh 
Connnunity Percent of 
the Area 
Saltmarsh Cordgrass 53 
Saltmeadow 12 











Marsh Elder-Groundsel Tree 
Cattail-Arrow Arum-Pickerel Weed-
Sedge 
Saltmarsh Bulrush-Olney Threesquare 
Big Cordgrass 
Maple-Gum-Oak-Ash 
The saltmarsh cordgrass community as well as the threesquare and 
freshwater communities are found in the lower parts of the marsh and are 
regularly flooded at high tide. Slightly above this zone the big cordgrass 
community occurs. It is flooded generally by those tides which exceed the 
mean high water level. The saltmeadow and saltbush communities are also 
found above the mean high water elevation and are only flooded by spring 
tides and storm tides. The swamps, though flooded by extremely high tides, 
generally receive most of their dampness frJID upland and groundwater dis-
charges. 
The wetland areas of the park may be divided into several natural 
units; Taskinas Creek proper, two unnamed marsh areas, and a fringing marsh 
I 
bordering the York River shoreline. These are discussed in more detail 
below. 
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C. TASKINAS CREEK 
The Taskinas Creek marsh is the largest (91 acres) of the wetland 
units in the park. It is also the most diverse with respect to plant 
composition. At least 26 species (se~ Appendix B) of flowering plants 
are known to occur in the area. The maps at the end of the report illus-
trate the distribution of the dominant vegetative forms in the wetlands of 
the park. 
1. VEGETATIVE COMMUNITIES 
a) SALTMARSH CORDGRASS COMMUNITY 
The saltmarsh cordgrass community, dominated by the species of 
the same name, occupies about 53 percent of the creek wetlands. In addition 
to its relative extent, this community is the most ecologically valuable 
of all the commu..11itics· :present for a variety of reasons including the 
relatively gr~ater vegetative productivity of this cQnmunity in comparison 
to other areas (to be discussed later), its proximity to water courses, 
the low elevation at which it is found, and the frequent washing by tidal 
action it receives. 
b) SALTMEADO'tl COMMUNITY 
The two most common species in the saltmeadow community are salt-
grass and saltmeadow cordgrass. A third species, black needlerush, is 
occasionally found in this zone in Taskinas Creek. 
The meadows have a characteristic appearance of a soft tufted 
mat of vegetation when viewed from a distance. The mat of grass is often 
thick and dense, and only a small portion of the detritus produced in this 
zone reaches the aquatic environment. The grass acts as an efficient 
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filter to water flowing through it, and little material is carried off 
by the receding tides. 
c) SALTBUSH COMMUNITY 
A third connntU1ity, the saltbush community, is vegetatively quite 
similar to the meadows. However, in addition to the two common salt-
meadow grasses being present, the shrubs marsh elder and groundsel tree 
are also found here. 
The lower limit of this zone above mean low water is closely 
associated with the tide range throughout the coastal zone of Virginia. 
The lower limit generally occurs at an elevation about 1.4 times the mean 
tide range of a given locality, measured above mean low water (Marcellus, 
1972). On this basis, though not precisely determined in Taskinas Creek, 
the lower limit of the saltbush zone would occur at the approximate ele-
vation of 4.3 feet above mean low water. This zone continues upward and 
may extend to the fringe of upland woods. 
Near the mouth of Taskinas Creek the impact on wetland vegetation 
of the increase in sea level relative to land level can be observed. Salt-
bushes, as observed on aerial photographs taken in 1961 (U.S.D.A.), had a 
much greater distribution than they have presently. 
The sea level has risen, relative to the land, approximately one 
inch during the last ten years (Hicks, 1972). This increase in flooding 
may have been sufficient to cause the death of the saltbushes which are 
still standing in the lowest sections of the marsh. (Winter die-back 
frequently occurs among saltbushes. But, apparently a combination of 
factors other than just cold weather is responsible for this phenomenon as 
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those bushes occurring in tre lowe-r sections· of the marsh are most severely 
affected, whereas those in the higher sections of the mursh appear 
healthy). 
d) THREESQUARE COMMUNITY 
The threesquare community comprised of saltmarsh bulrush and 
olney threesquare covers about seven percent of the marsh and is of 
significance both as a detritus producer and in food value to wildlife. 
The saltmarsh bulrush.has large seeds which are excellent waterfowl food, 
and olney threesquare is eaten by nn.1sk.rats and geese (Martin and Uhler, 
1939). 
The values of the threesquare co.mm.unities scattered throughout 
the marsh appear to be underutilized by wildlife at the present time. 
Waterfowl generally prefer water in which to land and then swim into the 
areas to feed, but the threesquare cc:mmunities of the marsh are somewhat 
removed from open water. Muskrats are present in the area but their popu-
lation density is unknown. It is believed the density is low as there are 
few signs of extensive feeding activity, an easily recognized condition. 
e) FRESHWATER COMMUNITY 
The freshwater community provides the most diversified habitat 
in the entire Taskinas Creek marsh. The areas are flooded almost continu-
ously and have a variety of plant species present. Arrow arum, pickerel 
weed, wildrice, narrowleaf cattail, soft stem bulrush, and various species 
of pondweed are abundant. The distribution of plant species in freshwater 
areas is heterogenous, and mapping such communities is an arduous task 
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with little long term benefit because the distribution of vegetation 
changes seasonally as the different species grow and die. During the 
winter the areas are often only open bodies of water with scattered 
stalks of various species of plants visible. 
Musk.rats are more abundant in these areas than in the more 
saline sections of the marsh located near the·mouth of the creek. The 
freshwater marshes also appear to have fairly significant waterfowl values, 
yet only a few ducks were seen in these areas and none were seen on a 
regular basis. (Local ducks may have been attracted to Purtan Island 
across the York River where there is a privately operated waterfowl manage-
ment area). 
f) BIG CORDGRASS COMMUNITY 
Another vegetative zone in Taskinas Creek is the big cordgrass 
community. The areas dominated by this species are easily recognized as 
this grass grows to nearly 8 feet in height, much taller than any other 
species present, with the possible exception of narrowleaf cattail growing 
under optimum conditions. 
The big cordgrass community supplies detritus to the marine food 
chain, but at a slower rate than saltmarsh cordgrass. Big cordgrass is 
quite resistant to weathering. The stalks of the previous year's growth 
are very connnon and at times the stalks from two seasons past may be 
found. None-the-less the community is of significant value to wildlife as 
habitat and as a feeding area, and to the marine environment as well a 
producer of an important food substrate. 
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2. VEGETATION PRODUCTION 
a) ESTIMATING POTENTIAL DETRITUS CONTRIBUTIONS 
As mentioned earlier, an important aspect of wetlands is their 
contributions of detritus to the marine environment. The source of detritus 
is predominately the vegetation that grows in the area. Consequently the 
potential amount of detritus that can be contributed from an area is 
closely related to the total amount of vegetation produced. 
Indirect estimates of this potential can be obtained by clipping 
vegetation from the marsh and determining its weight per unit area. Those 
area producing more vegetation per unit area, obviously, have greater 
potential supplies of detritus than do those areas producing less vegeta-
tion, and are therefore considered to be of more value to the marine 
environment. 
One way of estimating the amount of vegetation produced annually 
in an area is to use the harvest method (Smalley, 1958 ), which entails 
periodically measuring changes in standing crop, the amount of vegetation 
present at a given time, throughout the growing season. 
When it is not possible to do detailed season-long studies of 
vegetation growth, close approximations of annual production can be made 
by determining the weight of the standing crop shortly after maximum growth 
has occurred. This period occurs at the time of inflorescense or flowering. 
The estimate of annual production as obtained from this harvest 
can be f'urther refined by adjusting the data for leaf droppage prior to 
inflorescense, potential growth afterwards and partial consumption of 
vegetation by animals. This is done, however, only via experience gained 
from detailed study in comparable areas. 
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The primary production studies of Mendelssohn (In press) in Ware 
Creek and in Carter Creek marshes, wetlands similar in composition to Taskinas 
Creek marshes, permit the estimation of annual production in tenns of stand-
ing crop during the period of inflorescense. Mendelssohn's data indicate 
that the standing crops in late August-September represent approximately 
80 percent of the annual production in a marsh. This factor was used to 
adjust Taskinas Creek standing crop data to estimates of annual production. 
b) TASKINAS CREEK MARSH VEGETATION PRODUCTION 
The standing crop of vegetation in Taskinas Creek was estimated 
by clipping samples from 58 plots randomly selected throughout the marsh. 
The mean standing crop of vegetation in September was 1.96 tons of material 
per acre on a dry weight basis. Similar data from Purtan Island, directly 
across the river from the park, averaged 2.03 tons per acre. Vegetation 
standing crops in Ware Creek and Carter Creek for September, 1971, averaged 
2.19 and 2.10 tons per acre, respectively. 
These standing crop estimates indicate that the Taskinas Creek 
marsh is similar to other York River Basin wetlands in vegetation produc-
tion characteristics. 
In addition to the comparisons of Taskinas Creek with other 
wetlands, the standing crop of the marsh area in the proposed marina was 
compared with that in the marsh outside of the marina. Interestingly, the 
standing crop values in the marina are more than 3/!~ ton per acre less than 
they are outside of it. The 30 samples collected within the marina had a 
mean value of 1.57 tons of vegetation per acre while the 28 samples collected 
outside of it had a mean value of 2.36 tons per acre. 
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The sampling was conducted near the peak of the growing season 
when maximum plant development had occurred. Usingthe factor calculated 
from Mendelssohn's data the Taskinas Creek data were adjusted to obtain 
productivity estimates. As·a unit, the Taskinas Creek marsh produces 
annually approximately 2.35 tons of vegetation per acre. The area within 
the limits of the proposed marina produces approximately 1.88 tons of 
vegetation per acre per year whereas the marsh outside of the marina pro-
duces about 2.83 tons per acre per year. 
Table 2 summarizes the vegetation standing crop and productivity 
data for the Taskinas Creek marsh. Also included are similar data obtained 
from the Ware Creek, Purtan Island and Carter Creek marshes. Individual. 
species standing crop estimates for the Taskinas Creek marsh are tabulated 
in Appendix C. 
Table 2. Estimated standing crop and productivity of vegeta-
tion in the Taskinas Creek marsh and in three other 

























Based on these vegetation production estimates the total potentiaJ. 
detritus contribution from Taskinas Creek is estimated to be 225 tons per 
l'( 
year. The area enclosed by the proposed marl.pa, which occupies about 29 
percent of the marsh along the creek, has an estimated potential contribu-
tion of 53 tons per year or about 23 percent of the creek total. 
3. ASSESSMENT OF ECOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE 
a) AVAILABILITY OF VEGETATION 
The accessibility to the marine envirornnent of the vegetation 
produced in a given wetland is dependent to a great extent on the degree 
of regular flooding and the relative length of shoreline of the area. 
Interaction with the aquatic environment is therefore dependent on the 
flooding of an area being extensive and that the ratio of the length of 
shoreline per unit area of marsh being large. 
b) SIGNIFICANCE OF TASKINAS CREEK WETLANDS 
Taskinas Creek was evaluated relative to the extent nf flooding .. 
and the ratio of shoreline length to marsh acreage. Based on the distri-
bution of saltmarsh cordgrass, threesquare and freshwater marsh, it was 
estimated that nearly 70 percent of the area is flooded at high tide. In 
addition there are over 28,000 feet of shoreline present in Taskinas Creek 
(as measurable on the U. s. G. S. topographic map, Gressitt Quadrangle). 
There are about 310 feet of shoreline per acre of marsh. This is somewhat 
larger than the 210 feet of shoreline per acre of marsh in Ware Creek, but 
considerably lower than the 497 feet per acre average for 210 wetland areas 
in Lancaster County, Virginia (Silberhorn and Marcellus, In press). The 
ratio of shoreline length to marsh acreage for Taskinas Creek indicates a 
potential for significant interaction with the marine environment, and con-
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sequently the vegetation produced on these m~rshes has a significant 
opportunity to enter the water and be utilized in marine food webs. 
4. EDUCATIONAL PDrENTIAL OF TASKINAS CREEK 
A special note about the wetlands of Taskinas Creek is appropriate 
here. Swampland occurs at the headwaters of the creek system. Just below 
this, freshwater marshes with their variety of plant species are found. 
Further downstream, saline waters from the river enter the marsh and the 
vegetation composition changes to species more tolerant of saJ..t. These 
rather dramatic changes which all occur within about 1 mile could be 
featured in the ecology-education aspect of the park's function. Serious 
consideration might be given to this when final development plans are 
being formulated. It would be a mistake to destroy any one of these sections 
of the park, especiaJ..ly when the theme of the area may be described as the 
York River and the marine environment. 
In addition, evidence of what appears to have been corduroy roads in 
the marsh of Taskinas Creek were found during the course of this study. 
One row of logs is visible at low tide just below the farm house overlooking 
the entrance to the creek (see Plate 1.A). Other sets of logs were found 
upstream in the vicinity of the forks in Taskinas Creek (see Map c, Taskinas 
Creek). These historical features should be preserved and made accessible 
for public display, especially the group of logs near the mouth of the 
creek which are the most strildng of the sets seen and in addition are at 
the edge of the area to be dredged for the marina, placing them in eminent 
danger of being destroyed. 
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D. UNNAMED MARSH AREAS 
Approximately one mile downriver from Taskinas Creek two unnamed 
streams in close proximity to one another enter the York. The marsh 
bordering these streams _ is dominated by saltmarsh cordgrass. Small stands 
of saltmeadow cordgrass, big cordgrass and narrowleaf cattail are also 
present. This marsh, about 20 acres in extent, is drained by two narrow 
shallow streams, the mouths of which ebb dry on very low tides. In spite 
of the smallness of the drainage system, there still remains nearly 310 
feet of shoreline per acre of marsh. 
Based on acreage, percent of the area flooded, the presence of exten-
sive stands of saltmarsh cordgrass and big cordgrass, and the ratio of 
shoreline length to marsh acreage, the area does h~ve significant ecological 
values. 
This area was considered as a disposaJ. site for dredge spoils by the 
Corps of Engineers. A dike would be constructed across the entrance to 
the marsh and the enclosed area would be filled. The area does have 
sufficient capacity for channel dredge spoils plus maintenance dredging 
spoils for the 50 year design life of the channel, according to the Army 
Engineers Report. 
Near the southeast boundary of the park another unnamed stream enters 
the York River. The wetlands within the boundaries of the park along this 
stream total approximately 14 acres. This area is a relatively high marsh, 
supporting meadow, saltbush and big cordgrass communities. r:ehe York River 
frontage of the marsh is lined with dense stands of big cordgrass while 
further back saltbush and meadows occur • .An extensive stand of cattails 
also may be found near the upland limits of this area. Only extreme high 
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tides flood this area. Consequently, large contributions of detritus are 
probably made only at irregular intervals. 
E. FRINGING MARSHES 
The remainder of the wetlands in the York River State Park are pre-
dominantly the fringing marshes found along the river. The dominant form 
of vegetation in these marshes is big cord.grass. It grows to a height in 
excess of 8 feet and in some areas nearly 10 feet. Between the big cord-
grass and the river is a narrow stand of saltmarsh cordgrass. 
The vegetation of the fringing marsh was sampled to determine its 
relative standing crop. The mean value for the 28 samples collected at 
randomly selected intervals along the entire length_ of the park frontage 
was 3.73 tons per acre. Much of the vegetation of this zone may reach the 
river during periods of very high tidal flows. 
One of the significant values of this zone is the contribution it 
makes toward controlling the rate of shoreline erosion. The root systems 
of these grasses are extensive and complex. They effectively bind the 
sediments into a mass highly resistant to erosion by wave action. Though 
these shorelines do erode, they do so at much slower rates than do un-
.vegetated shorelines. 
An additional value of these marshes is their action as a filter to 
upland runoff. Silt and other sediments washing down from the upland areas 
are caught by the grasses and are prevented from entering the river. Shell-
fish and fish spawning and nursery grounds are protected by this action. 
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VI. POTENTIAL ENVIRONMEi1Yl1AL IMPACT OF 'rl{E PROPOSED M/\RINA 
A. GENERAL CONS]])Fl\ATIONS 
The construction of the proposed marina wiJJ. result in the following 
major detrimental impacts to the envirorunent. There will be a permanent 
loss of about 27 acres of marsh (see Plate lB) as determined by analysis 
of site maps included in the York River State Park Master Plan. The 
necessary channel from the marsh front to deep water, which will be about 
4,ooo feet long, 80 feet wide and 6 feet deep, will destroy the biota 
existing on the bottom across which it is cut. In addition, shellfish grounds 
on nearby bottoms will be endangered by the deposition of sediments sus-
pended in the water colUJ.D11 and transported by tidal currents during hydrau-
lic dredging activities. The spoil n1aterials removed from the boat basin 
and the channel will cover the biota of the site at which they are disposed. 
Any new biota which may subsequently occur in these areas would be upland 
in nature and of little value to the marine environment. 
The construction of a marina and its operation in Taskinas Creek will 
have additional impacts on the surrounding wetlands as weJJ. as in other 
aspects of the marine environment. These include such things as oil and 
gasoline leakages into the water from boats and parking lot runoff, 
changes in water salinity due to increased surface runoff, domestic waste 
discharges, and interference with water flow across undisturbed wetlands 
through bulkheading. 
B. THE WETLANDS ACT 
The General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Virginia passed a Wetlands 
Act in 1972. This act ca.lied for the preservation of wetlands and the 
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prevention of their despoilation and destruction, and to acconnnodate 
necessary economic development in a manner consistent with wetlands preser-
vation (62.1-13.1, Code of Virginia). 
The Act also states ''Wetlands of primary ecological significance 
shall not be altered so that the ecological systems are unreasonably dis-
turbed." (62.1-13.3(1), Code of Virginia). 
The Act further states that the Institute will evaluate wetlands by 
type and assist in the determination of the ecological value of each marsh 
(62.1-13.4, Code of Virginia). 
In the process of assessing the potential environmental damage of 
the proposed marina, the Virginia Institute of Marine Science did evaluate 
the wetlands of Taskinas Creek. Based on the vegetational composition, 
relative productivity, acreage, length of marsh-water interface and 
regularity of tidal flooding, the Taskinas Creek wetlands were evaluated 
to be of primary ecological significance. 
The Division of Parks, however, is excluded from regulatory actions 
pertaining to wetland uses L-62.1-13.5(3.i), Code of Virginia_}". This 
discussion is therefore intended to provide assistance towards the making 
of decisions concerning the proposed development of a marina in the park. 
C. SIGNIFICANCE OF IMPACTS 
1. MARINA SITE 
a) At""\JIMALS 
Though few sitings were made, several species of wildlife are 
present in the Taskinas Creek area. Great blue herons were the most fre-
quently observed birds, and clapper rails were occasionally heard but 
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rarely observed due to their secretive habits. Muskrats or their signs 
were seen in all sections of the 'I1askinas Creek murr;hes, but most commonly 
in the upper freshwater areas. Raccoon tracks were abundant, and their 
habit of feeding on fiddler.crabs was witnessed through the observation of 
shell fragments in scats. The presence of deer tracks indicated these 
animals entered the marsh from time to time. A doe was observed crossing 
the marsh in midday during the hunting season in December. 
Fallen trees and a dam indicated that beavers had been active in 
the swamp at the head of the southeastern branch of Taskinas Creek at one 
time. Their presence now is questionable though. No fresh cuttings were 
observed, and the dam was in a state of disrepair (see Plate 2A). 
Waterfowl were not abundant in the creek, though they were comm.on 
in the York River in the late fall· and winter. A Canada goose, however, 
was seen just below the farm house at the mouth of the creek on several 
occasions in August. Apparently it had strayed from a small flock of geese 
using the Purtan Island area across the York. 
It was surprising that no ducks were found in the creek, especial-
ly in the freshwater sections on the days we visited these areas. The 
habitat and seclusion offered by the freshwater areas appeared to have 
definite potential for waterfowl usage. 
A bald eagle was observed flying low over the trees adjacent to 
Taskinas Creek in February, 1973. According to Dr. Marvin Wass (personal 
comnrunication1 several eagles, including active nests, have been observed 
along the York River drainage basin this winter. It is not known whether 
this eagle had a nest in the area. 
The abundane.e of fish and shellfish in Taskinas Creek was not 
studied but the large numbers of crab trapsW1d fish net stal~es set along 
the York River shore and in the shallows adjacent to the park property 
suggested the area was ut·ilized by these animals. A series of poles across 
the mouth of the creek (see Plate 2B) also suggested that a fish net had 
been placed there at one time, perhaps during spring spawning runs. Larger 
fish, believed to be herring, were observed in Taskinas Creek, and it is 
likely that they spawn in the upper sections of the stream. 
Killifishes were abundant in the marsh creeks and even in the 
tidal pools on the marsh surface. These fish have little commercial value, 
yet are :important ecologically as a link in the food web between the marsh 
itself and such animals as the herons and raccoons which might feed on them. 
Fiddler crabs were abundant throughout the saline portions of the 
marsh. Armies of these crabs were observed marching across the mud banks 
at low tide. These detritus eaters provide important links in the marsh 
ecosystem food web as they are a source of food for several birds and 
raccoons. 
In an earlier letter report to the Army Corps of Engineers, the 
u. s. Fish and Wilflife Service stated that the wildlife potential offered 
by the acreage within the proposed marina basin is low to moderate. We 
concur with this estimation. However, it is believed that the freshwater 
sections of Taskinas Creek do have significantly more wildlife potential. 
It is suggested that these areas be maintained in as natural a condition 
as possible to retain these potentials. 
b) VEGETNfION 
The vegetative data collected in the area of the proposed marina 
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suggested that part of the marsh had a lower standing crop than did the 
other parts. The loss of the wetlands in the marina site, though amounting 
to 29 percent of the marsh acreage in Taskinas Creek, will constitute about 
23 percent of the estimated total vegetative productivity of the system. 
This is considered a significant loss of production from one area. This 
potential wetlands loss will constitute the largest of the losses known to 
have occurred along the York River. 
c) BULKHEADING IN THE MARINA BASIN 
The Master Plan calls for the entire shoreline of the marina to 
be bulkheaded to reduce bank slumping and sediment deposition in the basin. 
A bulkhead in the proposed marina would effectively.block tidal inundation 
of undisturbed marsh, .causing these areas to degrade in quality. Marshes 
such as these found along Taskinas Creek require frequent tidal inundation 
to maintain their vigor and productivity. Blocking these areas from the 
water would cause their productivity to decrease and their composition to 
change to that which is more upland in nature. Their value as a detritus 
contributor to the marine environment would be greatly reduced if not lost 
completely by bulkheading their water frontages. Personal observations in 
other areas where wetland shorelines fronted marinas or heavily used navi-
gation channels disclosed no serious erosion problems especially when boats 
did not create wakes. Therefore the need for such bulkheading is question-
able. 
d) WATER QUALITY 
The water quality of the basin, provided that strict antipollution 
measures are taken during the operation of the marina, should remain com-
parable to the York River water quality. 
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It is unlikely that water will stagnate in the basin, a con-
dition which frequently occurs when areas are dredged below naturally 
occurring depths. The 2.8 foot tidaJ. amplitude in the area and the flow-
through action that will occur when the remaining creek above the basin 
floods and ebbs on each tidal cycle will maintain a significant interchange 
and a constant mixing action within the basin, provided it is dredged to 
a depth not greater than approximately 8 feet below mean low water. 
It must be realized that contaminants which enter the water in 
the marina will on the flood tide move into wetlands above the basin. 
Potential chronic pollution from the marina wouJ.d gradually reduce the 
overall quality of these remaining marshes. 
Fish passage through the basin should not be :impaired by its 
presence, providing water quality conditions are not degraded. It is also 
reasonable to assume that blue crabn will also utilize this area as has 
been witnessed in other areas similar in nature, provided water quality is 
kept high. 
e) REDUCTION IN WETLAND VALUES 
The Taskinas Creek area is, as mentioned earlier, a wetland of 
primary ecological significance because of the shoreline length -- marsh 
acreage ratio, the extent of tidal flooding and the kinds of plants growing 
in it. 
The dredging of the marina basin will alter approximately 8,000 
feet or 28 percent of the present shoreline in the Creek. If the basin is 
bulkheaded, the alteration will significantly reduce not only the extent of 
shoreline, but also cut off from tidal action an additional 11~ acres of 
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marsh to the north of the basin. This would reduce the overall ecologicaJ. 
value of the area. 
However, if the northerly edge of the bas in is not bulltl1eaded, 
approximately 2,500 feet of marsh-water interface would be retained and 
the contributions of the 14 acres would be accessible to the marine environ-
ment. Whereas the development of the marina will have detrimental impacts 
on Taskinas Creek marshes the totaJ. impact could be materiaJ.ly lessened by 
deleting the bulkhead from the northern shore of the basin from just inside 
the creek mouth to the limits of upstream development. 
2. CHANNEL TO DEEP WATER 
a) DREDGING AND SEDIMENTATION 
The immediate impact of the dredging will be the alteration of 
about 7.3 acres of bottom across which the channel will pass. Not only 
will the biota of this section of river bottom be destroyed, it is also 
doubtful that the species diversity or productivity will return to pre-
dredging levels (Daiber, 1972). The impact of the dredging will also occur 
on both sides of the channel as it is cut. Sediments suspended during the 
dredging will be drifted over adjacent bottoms by tidal currents. The 
biota of these areas will be endangered when these materials settle out of 
suspension and blanket the bottom. 
It is difficult to predict the distance of sediment transport 
during such operations. Sediment size and the strength of tidal currents 
are governing factors here. The Corps of Engineers report states the river 
bottom sediments consist primarily of soft silt and peat. These materials 
are light and could be carried several miles before settling out of suspen-
sion. Their organic nature, in addition, introduces the problem of oxygen 
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uptake when they are suspended in the water .. Reduced oxygen concentrations 
will occur and these could cause extensive kills of benthic organisms, 
oysters included. (Methods of alleviating some of these dangers will be 
discussed later). 
It is expected that the portions of river bottom that are only 
lightly covered by sediments will recover shortly after the dredging is 
completed. However, the Corps of Engineers report indicates that maintenance 
dredging will probably be necessary every four years. This maintenance 
work could cause a chronic degradation in the biota of the bottoms adjacent 
to the channel. 
The suspension of sediments may continue to be a problem during 
the norm.al operation of the marina. Boat traffic, primarily deep-draft 
mechanically powered vessels, can stir up the sediments, especially during 
periods of low water, and tidal currents will wash these materials over 
adjacent bottoms. 
b) FISHERIES 
The completed channel should have no serious effect on fish or 
blue crabs using this section of the York River. However, the area acts, 
in part, as a nursery for striped bass as well as other fish and the loss 
of the 7.3 acres of bottom in the channel as well as the bottom receiving 
chronic silting will result in less production from this general area. 
Oyster production would be seriously impaired in the vicinity of 
the channel by the expected frequent heavy loads of suspended sediments 
in the water. The critical problem in this respect is the smothering of 
the shellfish when the suspended materials settle. This section of the 
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York does have significant potential towards oyster production because it 
is far enough below the freshwater inflow and pollution from West Point, 
yet far enough upstream to be free from disease and drill depredation. 
The loss of potentially productive grounds will decrease the options for 
future oyster harvesting in the York River. This section of the river 
between mile 17 and mile 23 and through which the Taskinas Creek marina 
channel would pass is the onJ.y remaining profitably manageable oyster 
grounds in the York. 
Though these grounds are capable of producing oysteISthrough 
intensive management, the ability of this section of the York River to 
produce high quality oysters may be questioned. An index of quality, 
which measures meat weight relative to shell volume,.has been formulated, 
and measurements have been made approximately at monthly intervals since 
December, 1969, on oysters caught in different sections. of the James, York 
and Rappahannock Rivers. Oysters with an index value below 5.5 are con-
sidered poor while those with a value above 7.5 are considered high in 
quality. Those with values ranging from 5.5 and 7.5 are fair in quality. 
Oysters collected from the Bells Rock sampling station, which is 
about 5 miles up river from Taskinas Creek, have had quality index values 
that ranged from 5.9 to 12.4. The mean index value is 7.3, suggesting 
these oysters are about borderline between being fair to high in quality. 
The average value for all sampling stations in the York River is 7 .2. This 
compares with an oyster quality index value of 6.o for the James River 
and a value of 10.l for Rappahannock River oysters (Marine Resources Informa-
tion Bulletin). York River oysters are generally good, ~ut seldom are 
they very high in quality. 
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An additional factor must be considered in regard to shellfish 
harvesting in the vicinity <?f Tasldnas Creek. State health laws require 
the condemnation of grounds within one half mile of marinas having a boat 
capacity in excess of 100 vessels. This closure is due to potential 
contamination of sheJJ.fish with domestic wastes emanating from the marina. 
This regulation would force the closing of more than 250-acres of poten-
tially productive bottom outside the mouth of Taskinas Creek. 
Though it is doubtful the marina or channel would harm them, 
it is interesting to note that blue crab catches for this section of the 
York River averaged higher than they did in any other section of the river 
during~ 12 year study (Van Engel and Joseph, 1968). 
In addition, one individual was fishing no fewer than a dozen 
crab traps along the shore of the York River State Park in 1972 (Mr. John 
Maury, personal communication.). 
c ) JETTY ALONG CHANNEL 
~ jetty along the navigation channel, which was discussed in the 
Corps of Engineers report as a possible aid to minimize sediment deposition 
in the channel if such became a critical problem, would very possibly 
cause shoaling on the upstream and nearshore section of the structure. 
This would destroy additional river bottom and no doubt prevent it from 
being a viable fish nursery area. The jetty would also probably augment 
the erosion of the shoreline below Taskinas Creek due to changes in wave, 
current, and sediment transport patterns. It is believed the jetty would 
not pose a serious problem to the migration of commercially important fish. 
Research done in other waters has shown herrings and striped bass generally 
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move along the shoulder of deep channels and the jetty would end near this 
point in the York River. 
However, many other species, particularly the smaller forage 
fishes, seem to prefer shoaJ. water and often travel near shore. Their 
dispersaJ. would be blocked by a jetty extending 4,ooo feet out frcm the 
mouth of Taskinas Creek. 
3. SPOIL DISPOSAL 
a) THE PROPOSED SITES 
Two areas were evaluated for the disposal of materials dredged 
from the proposed channel to deep water and from the marina basin. The 
first area, an unnamed marsh approximately one mile downstream from 
Taskinas Creek was suggested for spoil disposal for the navigation channel 
d.reuglng in the Army Engineer's report. '!'his area (see Plate 3A) is 
approximately 20 acres in extent. · It would be dammed near the mouths of 
the small creeks draining it, and would subsequently provide a basin for 
spoils, including maintenance work, for the 50 year design life of the 
channel. 
The second area was not precisely described but was construed to 
be located in the marshes along the upper reaches of Taskinas Creek. The 
spoil materials deposited in this area would be utilized to assist in 
developing a grade for access across the marsh. 
The Arrrry Engineers reported that utilization of the fingers of 
marsh in the headwaters of Taskinas Creek would be inadvisable in that 
drainage problems would occur, and that this would also interfere with 
plans for a freshwater lake in this area. 
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They also rejected the possibility of using the spoils to create 
a beach along the shore just dovmriver from Taskinas Creek because the 
silt and peat soils to be dredged were not suitable for a beach (see Appendix 
A). 
Consideration had also been given to spoil deposition on high 
land sites in the park. Though these areas were not rejected, it was 
pointed out that extensive diking would be necessary to contain the spoil 
. (see Appendix A). 
b ) INFLUENCE OF SPOILS 
The possible ·deposition of dredgaispoils in any of the proposed 
areas in the marsh or adjacent waters will destroy the existing biota and 
transform the area into one more upland in nature. The ecological signi-
ficance of the low-lying areas to the marine environment will be greatly 
reduced-and may even become detrimental if spoil containment is inadequate. 
The utilization of the upland site will have no significant impact on the 
aquatic ecosystem, provided adequate dikes are provided and maintained to 
retain the spoils and that the effluent water during dredging operations 
does not cause erosion of the land over which it flows. 
Observations made elsewhere have found that spoil areas revege-
tate slowly by natural means, thus leaving the areas bar.ren and susceptible 
to erosion by natural forces. Wildlife usage of these areas is greatly 
reduced because of a lack of vegetative cover and a lack of food items. 
It is ecologicaJJ..y unsound to use wetland areas for spoil dis-
posal simply because of their convenience. 'I'his is particularly true with 
respect to the proposed wetland spoil site downriver from Taskinas Creek. 
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In addition the use of this site, especially at the frequency demanded 
for channel maintenance work, would result in the area being only sparsely 
vegetated or even barren, leaving an unsigh~ly condition in an important 
section of the proposed park. Though artificial methods of vegetating the 
spoil area after each use could and should be used, the success of such a 
program will be reduced if the area is to be ·subjected to spoil disposal 
every f9ur or five years. 
The ecological problems that would be associated.with spoil 
deposition along the upper reaches of Taskinas Creek are twofold. The 
first problem to consider is the transportation of the materials from the 
dredge site to the spoil site. Using hydraulic dredging techniques, the 
most practical for this project, a pipeline would have to be constructed 
across the marsh. This would cause considerable damage to the continuity 
of the marah surface when the necessary heavy equi:pment moired pipe sections · 
into position. Then, serious leaks or breaks and maintenance work on the 
line would further damage the marsh vegetation and its associated biota. 
In addition, the marsh would probably not recover by the time maintenance 
work on the navigation channel required a new pipeline across the marsh for 
spoil transport. 
The second problem associated with spoil disposaJ. in the upper 
sections of Taskinas Creek is the reduction in brackish water marsh. 
Several species of plants occur here, and their presence contributes to the 
overall ecological diversity of this area. The reduced salinity of the 
water coupled with the variety of plants makes this area more amenable to 
a greater variety of animals than the sections of the marsh closer to the 
York River. This section, important for nature studies, would be seriously 
degraded in quality if spoils were deposited here. 
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c) ALTERNATIVES 
Several other potential spoil disposal sites could be utilized. 
Dredged materials could be transported to highland sites within the park, 
even though extensive dikes.are needed for spoil retention. Provided 
adequate measures were taken to control the erosion of the materials in-
cluding that caused by the discharge of supernatant, the use of such loca-
tions for spoil disposal would have no significant impact on the marine 
ecosystem. 
A second possibility for disposal of dredged materials would be 
to transport them to areas such as Craney Island in Hampton Roads or to 
offshore disposal sites. Hopper dredges or barges could possibly be 
utilized for this purpose. 
A third possibility for spoil disposal would be the creation of 
a wetland area at some nearby location in the York River by constructing-
an island or peninsula with the waste materials. Such a measure would off-
set the loss of marshes utilized for marina facilities and would alleviate 
the need for other low lands for spoil disposal. In addition,the new 
wetland could be designed to-provide adequate storage space for materials 
removed from the channel and basin during maintenance operations. 
Several factors must be considered prior to proceeding with the 
development of a spoil island. Some of the major details which must be 
studied are: 
1. Composition of the sediments to be deposited, their grain size 
and susceptibility to erosion by wind generated waves and natural 
currents. (The sediment composition of the navigation channel 
is apparently fine silts and organic materials. These are easily 
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eroded and would not be very suitable for a spoil island. 
Sandy materials would be most feasible for a project of this 
nature). 
2. The organic content of the sediments and the potential deg-
radation of water quality. (Less damage would occur if 
dredging were conducted during the ·cold seasons of the year 
as the degradation of water quality by organic material. is 
closely related to water temperature). 
3. The extent of populations or organisms of economic importance 
that are dependent on the area to be filled. (A disposal site 
would have to be located in an unproductive section of river 
bottom. Fish and shellfish populations should be minimal in 
the area. Consi~eration must be given to a buffer zone about 
the disposal area· a£ there will be some damages to adjacent 
bottoms). 
4. River flow patterns and current velocities particularly durlllg 
periods of maximum volume movement. (The disposal site should 
be isolated from sections of the river where current velocities 
are high. The site should also afford some protection from 
wave action which would probably be the major cause of erosion 
of the disposal pile~ It is essential that the spoil pile does 
not alter water currents, resulting in the movement of existing 
channels). 
5. Vegetation species, growth requirements and planting techniques 
to provide cover to control erosion and stabilize the spoil 
pile. (Species such as soltmarsh cord.grass, saltmeadow cordgrass, 
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big cord.grass and reedgrass could be used to vegetate the 
spoil area. DetailG of planting density and growth re-
quirements are partially known. FulJ..-scale operations, in-
cluding sources o~ vegetative material, should be worked out 
in detail before the operation begins. It should be season-
aJ.ly timed to occur when growth potential is greatest). 
6. Potential hazards of the spoil area to navigation. (Care 
should be taken to prevent the spoil area from interfering 
with existing or potential navigation routes. This includes 
the loss of sediments from the pile and their deposition in 
navigation channels). 
7. Potential damages and liability if the project fails. (Since 
private property could be influenced by the erosion and 
displacement of the spoil pile, the damages that could be 
caused should be thoroughly investigated and the responsibilities 
of the State relative to restitution should be examined). 
The idea of creating wetlands with dredge spoils is relatively 
new in Virginia, but active wbrk is in progress in other localities such as 
Louisiana. The concept might be presented to other interested agencies 
such as the Marine Resources Connnission, Connnission of Game and Inland 
Fisheries, the Water Control Board, and U. s. Army Engineers. 
d) MA.RINA COMPLEX, PARKJJITG FACILITIES 
A considerable amount of dredge spoils could be placed in the area 
of the roadway, parking, and building complex of the proposed marina, pro-
vided the materials have adequate load bearing capacity. The land to be 
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used for the marina complex nru.st be raised in elevation to prevent flooding 
during stonns, and the materiaJ. in the basin could supply the bulk of the 
necessary fill. By using these materials ~or this purpose the overaJ.l 
damage to the environment would be reduced in two ways. First, a smaller 
area would be adequate for disposal of the excess spoil, reducing the 
extent of damages caused by its deposition elsewhere. 
Second, upland areas would not have to be cut and graded in order 
to obtain the necessary fill. These areas could be left in their naturaJ. 
state and would greatly enhance the environmental setting of the marina. 
VII. CROAKER LANDING 
Croaker Landing, located approximately one mile upriver from Taskinas 
Creek, is another proposed site for a boat launching facility. This site 
is currently used for launching trailerable boats. Several co.mmerciaJ. 
fishermen working from skiffs also use this landing on a regular basis. 
The York River State Park Master Plan calls for the expansion of 
Croaker Landing to acconnnodate up to 4 vehicles launching boats at one time. 
In addition, turn around and parking facilities for 30 cars and trailers 
would be provided. , 
Though a 100 foot wide fringing marsh borders each side of Croaker 
Landing, it is doubtful that in the development of this site encroachment 
on these fringing marshes would be extensive. The ecological significance 
of the approximately one acre of land at Croaker Landing is minimal at the 
present t:iJne due to vehicular traffic and human activity including minor 
boat maintenance and some refuse disposal in the area. 
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VIII. ANALYSES OF SUGGESTED ALTERNATIVES To· THE PROPOSED MARINA 
A. MARINA ON THE YORK RIVER WITHOUT DREDGII~G AND CO@EMnATION OF AS 
MUCH OYSTER GROUND AS ORIGINALLY PROPOSFJ) 
Access to nearshore waters along the entire frontage of the proposed 
York River State Park during low tide is limited to very shallow draft 
boats. Navigation charts (C. and G.s. chart number 495) indicate that 
within approximately 500 yards of the shoreline there is less than 2 feet 
of water at low tide. The developnent of a marina in this area without 
dredging to provide adequate water at low tide would limit the availability 
of the facility to many boaters. In addition, few people would desire to 
moor a large vessel in an area where it would settle into the mud at low 
tide. The small shallow draft boats that could use the marina, on the other 
hand could also be easily stored on trailers, precluding the need for a 
marina. 
Furthermore, a marina extending from the shoreline would need exten-
sive breakwaters outside the facility in order to protect boats from wind 
and waves. This type of structure, depending on its design could act as 
a jetty and cause unwanted shoaling on the upriver side and erosion on the 
downriver side. 
The Bureau of ShelJ.fish Sanitation of the State Department of Health 
has the authority to close shellfish grounds adjacent to marinas because of 
potential contamination from domestic wastes emanating from vessels using 
such facilities. Current standards require that all grounds within} mile 
be closed to shellfish harvesting when adjacent to marinas having a capacity 
in excess of 100 boats. These condemnations become effective April 1st each 
year and extend through October 31st. 
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Consequently, a marina of this nature does not appear to be justifiable 
because of the shallowness of the water, exposure to wind and wave action, 
and potential erosion and sedimentation pr~blerns. Shellfish grormds would 
be closed in the York River regardless of where a marina were placed along 
the river frontage. (The limits of shellfish closures extend from the limits 
of the marina. For example, a marina located near the freshwater marsh 
section of Taskinas Creek would not result in shellfish ground closure in the 
York River because the marina would be more than! mile from the river). 
B. BOAT DOCKING AND LANDING FACILITIES WITH DRY LAND STORAGE 
REQUIRING LESS DREDGING 
A marina which provided dry land storage as an alternative to mooring 
slips could operate in a much smaller space, depending on the storage 
system used, e.g., vertical versus horizontal sta~king, than a conventional 
marina of similar capacity. The construction of such a facility would 
significantly reduce the land space over what is currei:itly needed for the 
proposed marina, and therefore would result in less environmental alteration. 
However, several acres of low-lying (but above the limits of flood 
waters) land for marina buildings, storage facilities, parking and roadways, 
in addition to several acres of water for day use and transient visitors 
would be needed. Dredging and filling would therefore be needed. The 
design of the complex would dictate the amount of space needed. A channel 
to deep water would still be required. 
C. BOAT DOCKING AND LAND ING FACILITIES WITH NO DRY LAND STORAGE 
The provision of a pier and launching site would be about the minimum 
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development that would provide access for boats to the York River. This 
alternative is comparable to the type of development that is proposed for 
Croaker Landing. 
Whereas these types of facilities are desirable, they can only be 
used by small, shallow-draft trailerable boats. Larger boats could use the 
piers at these sites but only during the few hours near the time of high 
tide. Longer visits would leave them stranded on the bottom when the tide 
receded. 
D. A SEMICIRCULAR MARINA COMPLEX DEVELOPED FROM THE SHORE 
OUTWARD INTO THE YORK RIVER 
A semicircular marina ccmplex extending into the York River from the 
shorelin~ would reduce the amount of wetland that would be lost by con-
struction of the facility proposed in the Master Plan. Several acres of 
low-lying land would be necessary though for parking space, roadway and 
building sites, and very likely a section of fringing marsh would be filled 
for this purpose. 
It would also be necessary to dredge a basin near the shore, around 
which the marina would be constructed. Though no dimensions were specified 
it is believed that a basin several acres in extent would have to be dredged. 
This bas in would probably be smaller than that which is proposed for the 
Taskinas Creek area, however. In addition, a channel to deep water would 
be necessary. 
Several problems could arise from the construction of a facility of 
this nature. This type of structure could function as a jetty and cause 
shoaling on the upriver side and erosion of the shoreline on the downriver 
side. 
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Maintenance dredging, as predicted would be necessary in the naviga-
tion channel, may also be necessary in the marina basin. Depending on the 
design of the structure, sediment removal from among the mooring slips could 
be a difficult and very disruptive task. 
The nature of the sediments pose another problem. The u. s. Army 
Engineers in their discussion of a jetty along the channel to deep water, 
indicate the sediments are very soft and that a firm substrate is not found 
at 35 feet below the surface. This would no doubt create serious construc-
tion problems and considerable expense for the development of a marina 
jutting into the York. 
TIC. RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. FEASIBILITY OF A MARINA IN THE YORK RIVER STATE PARK 
In respect to Ghe est.:unated growth in population throughout the 1.Viiddle 
Peninsula region of Virginia (U. s. Army Engineers Taskinas Creek study; 
State Division of Planning, 1967) and the need for recreational lands on 
which people may enjoy the natural environment, the concept of the York 
River State Park is very timely. The potential needs of the public have 
been estimated by the Division of Parks and their proposed recreation area 
is strategically located in close proximity to major population centers and 
to existing major highway syst~ms serving these centers (Highway 6o and 
Interstate Highway 64 pass within 3 miles of the park). The more than 2,500 
acres of woods, fields, and wetlands in the park are high in esthetic 
quality, and this alone should guarantee its development for recreation a 
success. 
The park contains more than 3! miles of shoreline along the York River, 
offering significant potential for access develo~ment to a currently 
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underutilized recreational resource. The upper sections of the York River 
receive little usage by boaters, possibly because of a lack of support 
facilities. For example, there are few places along the river above York-
town where fuel can be pµrchased, and these places are not widely advertised. 
In addition, there are few locations readily accessible to Middle Peninsula 
residents where large trailerable boats can be launched. 
The Virginia Institute of Marine Science recognizes the marine environ-
ment as a natural resource with potentials for recreational as well as 
commercial uses. VIMS also recognizes that facilities are necessary for 
access to the waters of the Connnonwealth, not only for commercial ventures 
but also for recreational purposes. It is further recognized that no 
significant boating facilities, catering primarily ~o recreational needs, 
exists along the York River between the George P. Coleman Bridge and West 
Point. 
It is believed that recreational boating could be expanded in the upper 
sections of the York without causing serious interferences with commercial 
fishing activities occurring there. It is further believed that the York 
River State Park, in respect to its proximity to population centers, major 
highways, its central location along the York River, and the absence of 
other major public boating facilities in the area, represents a geographically 
suitable location for a marina. 
In an assessment of the ecological influences of the proposed marina 
the Institute has identified three categories of impacts. Primary impacts 
include the loss of wetlands of primary ecological significance as well as 
the alteration of the river bottom. 
Secondary impacts include the loss of oyster grounds, the potential 
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reduction in quaJ..ity of fish nursery grounds, the alteration of areas 
through spoil disposal, and the loss of wildlife habitat offered by wetlands. 
Tertiary impacts will accrue through the utilization of the proposed 
marina and park. While the potential. impacts within this category are 
numerous and highly diversified they are for the most part associated with 
management practices and therefore.are subject to easier control. 
The Institute believes that if the decision is made to construct a 
marina in the York River State Park, though the primary and secondary impacts 
will be significant, the public benefits to be derived from it will offset 
the loss of wetlands, wildlife habitat, potentially productive oyster 
ground, and the potential reduction in general biological quality of the 
river bottom adjacent to the navigation channel. 
B. MA.RlNA SIT:tNG 
Based on the assumption that the public benefits to be derived from 
the provision of a marina in the York River State Park wilJ. offset the 
enviromnentaJ. aJ.terations which will result as a consequence of its develo:p-
ment, it is concluded that Taskinas Creek would be an adequate location for 
the facility. 
Another area with significant potentiaJ. as a marina site also exists 
in the park, though. This is the proposed spoil area located one mile 
downriver from Taskinas Creek (see Plate 3A). There are two significant 
features about this site which make it wortby of consideration. 
First, deep water (greater than 6 feet at mean low tide) occurs within 
2,200 feet of shore at this location in contrast to deep water being nearly 
4,ooo feet offshore from Taskinas Creek (see Figure 1). It is obvious that 
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the extent of dredging for a navigation channel would be about halved by 
using this site, and this would yield several benefits. One is that much 
less river bottom and its associated biota would be disturbed here in 
comparison to the Taskinas Creek site.· Another is a smaJJ.er area would be 
required for spoil disposal resulting in less environmentalalteration in 
this aspect, and an additional factor is a significant reduction in costs 
of initial as well as maintenance dredging in comparison to those projected 
for the Taskinas Creek site. 
The second feature is that the basin, a wetland of significant value 
but with onJ.y very small streams draining it, thus limiting its value as 
a detritus contributor to the marine environment, appears to have sufficient 
space for a very sizable marina. Depending on layout, it is believed that 
a 300 boat facility could be constructed in this area. One side of the 
basin could be designed for day use and transient visitors, and the. other 
side could be used for long-term slip leasing. 
It is also believed that the unnamed area has space sufficient for a 
considerable amount of dredge spoils that would be removed from the basin 
as well as from the navigation channels. Part of the material could be 
used to raise the land elevation to provide parking facilities, building 
sites and roadways. Additional material could be deposited in diked areas 
on the marsh fronting the river for the purpose of providing greater pro-
tection from wind and from storm driven waves. Material could also be 
deposited near the head of the area to provide access roads to the opposite 
side of the basin. 
In addition, a small low-lying area exists about 1/3 mile davmriver 
from the basin, and this area would also offer space for spoils. 
It is realized that the 20 acres of marsh in the unnamed wetland would 
no doubt aJ.l be incorporated into the marina. However, this acreage is 
less than the 27 acres that would be altered in Taskina.s Creek. In addition, 
this area is confined by hills with no streams flowing through it into near-
by wetlands. Consequently adjacent wetlands would not be as susceptible to 
possible contaminates emanating from the basin as would occur in the 
marshes further upstream in Taskinas Creek. 
· It is ecologically more feasible to use this unnamed wetland as a 
marina site than it is to use a portion of the Taskinas Creek marsh (see 
Plate 3B). The Taskinas Creek marsh area has significantly greater value 
to fish, wildlife and the marine environment because of its greater extent, 
its relatively large creek compared to the creek in the unnamed marsh, and 
because of the highly diversified habitats within its system but which are 
not· found in the unnamed marsh. 
Whereas the theme of the proposed park is the York River, the preser-
vation of Taskinas Creek marshes and the use of the unnamed marsh for a 
marina site is significant from an educational viewpoint. The dynamics and 
the relationships of wetlands- to the marine environment may be readily 
grasped by observing Taskinas Creek and its marshes, and it will be much 
easier to illustrate these to the public by using this area as an example, 
( and it is an excellent one) than by using any other wetland unit in the 
park. The important features of Taskinas Creek that are readily apparent to 
the untrained eye include a large creek channel, significant tidal exchange 
of water, and expansive tracts of various types of wetland plants which 
portray the influence of salinity on the vegetation composition of marshes. 
These are not as readily apparent in any other segment of marsh in the park. 
C. MINIMIZING ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 
If the decision is made to develop a 1narina in the York River State 
Park, several factors relative to reducing damn~e to the environment during 
its construction as weJJ. as its operation should be considered. It is 
essential that this proposed facility reflect the standards proposed or 
established for marinas by appropriate federal and state agencies. This 
marina, by being the ultimate in design, construction, and operation, wiJJ. 
establish precedents that will indicate man's interests in living compatibly 
with nature. 
1. DREDGING 
a) MARINA BASIN 
The marina basin could be dredged by use of the dragline and 
buc~et method as opposed to the hydraulic technique, assmning spoils are 
to be disposed in the area to be developed for parking facilities adjacent 
to the marina. Hydraulic dredges suspend much more sediment material in 
the water than do dragline dredges, and with suspended sediments being the 
primary factor damaging adjacent areas as well as degrading water quality 
in dredging operations, they should be controlled as much as possible. 
Suspended sediments escaping to the York River could be further 
controlled by dredging on flood tides only. Suspended materials would have 
a longer retention time in creek water and therefore have a greater oppor-
tunity to settle to the bottom before that water is discharged to the river 
on the ebb tide. 
By dredging during the low water stages of the tide, more soil is 
exposed and much material can be removed "dry" without water spilling from 
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the bucket as it is lifted. The suspension of sediments in the water is 
greatly reduced by this method. 
Another technique for minimizing the amount of suspended sedi-
ments discharged to the York River is to suspend a silt screen across the 
channel inside the mouth of the creek. This screen, made of heavy canvas 
about three feet wide and as long as the channel is wide, weighted on one 
edge and outfitted with floats on the opposite edge, causes suspended 
materials to settle to the bottom sooner than if their position in the water 
column was unobstructed"! 
b) CHANNEL TO DEEP WATER 
It would be possible to dragline dredge a channel to deep water. 
However, two factors must be considered. First, a barge must be used to 
transport spoils to the disposal area and second, the sediments may be so 
fine and soft that they are washed out of the bucket as it is drawn from 
the water. The second problem could seriously reduce the efficiency of the 
dredging operation, and cause a greater period of time to be spent in the 
construction of the channel. 
Any benefits that might have accrued by using a less environ-
mentally degrading technique may be negated by extending the operation over 
an excessive period to time, particularly if the work is planned to coincide 
with minimum biologicaJ. activity in the area. 
Assuming a hydraulic dredge is used to form the channel, it should 
be operated at maximum efficiency. The cutter head should not turn so 
rapidly that it creates excessive turbidity nor should it cut so deeply that 
the exposed face slumps into the channel. The channel sides should also be 
sloped adequately to prevent slumping. 
The discharge pipeline from the dredge to the spoil area should 
be floated above the water s.o that breaks or serious leaks are easily 
detected. 
The dredging should be conducted during the cold months of the 
year when biological activity in the area is minimal. November through 
mid-March would be the preferred time. Spring, SUllliller and early fall 
dredging should be avoided as this is the period when fish are migrating 
through the area as well as using it as a nursery area, and shellfish are 
spawning and developing at this time. 
2. SPOIL DISPOSAL 
All spoil disposal areas should be designed to prevent deposited 
materials from being washed out as a result of the dredging operation 
itself or by flood wat.er or rain. These areas should be adequateJ.y- diked, 
using upland materials for dike construction. The dike should have side 
slopes not less than 3 feet horizontal to 1 vertical, the top should be at 
least 3 feet above the upper limit of spring tides and no less than 1 foot 
above the maximum elevation of sediment-laden water to be impounded. The 
width of the top of the dike should be at least 3 feet. 
The spoil pipeline should be positioned as far from the dike spill-
way as possible in order to maximize water retention time. The spillway 
should have a horizontq.l lip of appropriate width such that the discharge 
across it does not exceed 1} inches in depth. 
The diked area should have sufficient volume such that near the com-
pletion of the dredging operations quality standards of the discharge water 
are still met. 
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The dikes of the spoil area should be seeded as soon as possible to 
prevent erosion. The surface of the disposed material should also be 
vegetated as soon as possible after the dredging is completed. 
3 . BULKHF.MING 
Bulk.heading within the marina basin is necessary, primarily at the 
entrance, and along the shoreline where land facilities are situated. 
These sections should be bulkheaded with materials that will provide the 
maximum design life with a minimum of maintenance. They must be constructed 
to prevent erosion of backfill. (It will be necessary to have at least 
temporary spoil retention structures in place prior to work in the marina 
basin if it is dredged by bucket. These should remain in place until per-
manent bulkheads are constructed). 
X. THE PARK COMPLEX - INFLUENCE ON THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT 
In addition to the influences of the proposed marina construction and 
its utilization upon the marine environment, the park complex in its function 
will have other influences on the coastal zone. 
The aspect of foremost importance to recognize is that many more people 
will be able to easily utilize the natural resources of the area than have 
been able to in the past. The main interaction that the majority of these 
individuals will have with the marine environment will be through esthetic 
enjoyment of the vistas from the hills fronting the York River. This form 
of utilization represents the utmost in compatibility with nature in that 
it is neither consumptive,ror degrading. 
Other more adventurous people will develop closer ties with the 
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coastal zone by hiking along the proposed trails beside the marshes. Some 
individuals may even traverse the wetlands, perhaps out of curiosity or 
just to get closer to the water. It is important that paths do not become 
beaten across the marsh as the grasses which cover it will be destroyed and 
the protection from the erosive force of water will be lost. Foot bridges 
and elevated walkways out over the marshes in key locations would be ad-
vantageous in this respect as they would ~rovide opportunities for people 
to obtain a close-up view of the wetlands, but the natural contour and the 
dynamics of the systems would not be significantly altered. 
Elsewhere in the park, centers of concentrated activity may reduce 
natural vegetative cover to a condition under which it can no longer con-
trol surface runoff and erosion. North-facing hillsides are especially 
susceptible to human disturbances as these slopes tend to remain in the 
shadows of the sun, be dwup and have shallow-rooted plants. If' these areas 
lose their vegetative cover the soil can be easily eroded and may eventually 
reach the waters of York River. Close surveillance must be maintained to 
locate damaged areas in order to institute corrective measures before 
severe erosion occurs. 
Many people will malte direct contact with the marine ecosystem through 
some form of boating activity. While boating can be considered a compatible 
usage of the water, the individuals participating should be reminded that 
wastes and refuse must be stored for proper disposal on land. The York 
River is high in quality and this must be maintained. 
The York River in the general vicinity of the proposed park currently 
supports seasonal fisheries. In the spring, gill netters attempt to inter-
cept migrating herring and shad. During the stunmer blue crabs are harvested 
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and in the fall other minor fishing activities are in progress. During the 
winter oysters are tonged. Though these activities occur on public waters 
they represent the commercial ventures of many citizens. Park visitors 
should be reminded that stakes, nets and floats they see in the river are 
important markers as well as private property, and that these signs of 
commercial fishing activities must not be disturbed. 
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. ../ :_ :: \-)\C(~·t? 
· .. 17 ;Feb· ~ ·_. > . .:': :: · 
···· ·.··· . ~KmS CREEK, VIRG: ·};;(i:;tf:/!tii!tt: 
. ::;'." :j' ·. : . •. l. ·.· Taskino.s Creek lies completely iii James City County,, Virgin~,: (./;';~: 
J}}:Jf.<;;;~; ·· •fsh9Wn on ~te J., .The cree~ flows into York_I\iver .about 2d·~1(':f 
>):( ~ . .'.'\·t:_:· .. ··:· : .. \µpstream fr~ its mouth· a~ Chesapeak~: Bay. t~aski~as C;e.ek)i~·s.)i-t~(f/{f. 
/{ ·; '.. ·•.: \ '.Y. source near. the small town of Croake; a?\d, :ritws in a· northea'.ste;J.i;:f':r-}j:,''.;,, 
~,.f \\:,+r'/;,}\'.:;2'./2, ~ire~i~n to. the York River~. a distance of. about 3 miles, ···. ~e. !~:~'.;~~> 
\}::{ f? ? : :. ';:: :-' · of CroaJ;ter· .. i's . located· about . 6 miles north ot ·the -:city o:r· ~iiJ.Jliµnsbµltg~(;){'i tlit:1·< :. ... '· / ,' ... ·•. ·.··, · .. · .·.· . . .· •. · .. ··. · .. • . · ·. ·' .... , ·:. · ·.· .. , : : : · : ...• ·;;;tt?{ 
_;\?f-:f;·:· :2. · The~~ are .. no vessels: presently ·base~· in Taskinas. Cree1'/~i~q~::·:.t~~}'):/]:_ 
-,,}U.t., ·· .··•·· · · depth of ~ter at the mouth Of the crElek 01~ only-:,one ·root oriesll}'.:Ji{:f 
..•. 1· . • . . . · -· · · · _ · · . · . · · ·. · ·• . . ·. :- . <: ·:-~-·::r:)"Lf}Jf)? 
··:_\;:.' .::> ··· · · Tbe proposed navigation proje·ct would be.an integra+ part .of tne·;~ :··;;~,·,·:··<?.{'. 
' '.{. · . . . . development of a 2,4oo acre tract of land,. ~oniing 3,5 miles '.·on YoJ:k:J( 
··.) 
__ ,._ .. _· 
.:.-. 







, .. . ,· 
: ·-.. ~- ' 
• .. 
!- • 
'· • •• l' 
. \. ' . 
...... 
River, into a State Park. .The project would consist of'_boa~ 1-au.nch;~e;.:;. 
. . . 
ramps and parking areas f'or outboard boats on trailers and~ ·large_''::~ · 
' :• .. 
marina at the mouth of Taskinas Creek for inboard boats •. The·:· ->. . 
marina would accommodate about 200 boats, mostly t1;ansient. . The 
entrance channel would be dredged in the marshland at the mouth ~f'- _· ·. 
Taskinas Creek, and would be 80 feet Wide and 6 ·feet· deep. ··It ~oµl.d\ · 
extend to the 6-toot contour in York River,. a distan~.e.·- of :a~ou.t /_ ·/.: 
I • ' ' • ,t 
5,300·feet. 
3. The following paragraphs discuss the plans -studies to dete~ne . :. · 
the most feasible and economical method ot·constructing a chai:mel 
from deep water in York River to the marina, and ·the criteria u~ea-,·: 
_in formulating the navigation project. 
~ I• 0 • 






· · .· FA~ORS --~O ,BE CON~IDEREB IN PI.ANN~~ A :~y:tGATIOL"i GF~NlraL·· · _.-.\-))?.· . 
. . /~:' . 4. A~ pla~-.to develop marina i'acil_ities in TaSkin&s sta1;fl•~~~:.wf\f:~;t:! 
_ : . ·./L: . / .: -~yo~v~· consi~_erat.ion of the following important. factors:._···<· · ..-··/:: ~~:> )\{W')f:·:,. 
.:~:::. ·_: :+=.-'.)\):\:·-_·:. ; ·: ·-: :.· ... ;-· ·. . ·,,1~ t· · . . .. _.. .. .. -· -·-:V· \(· .. -Yt\~-~~}\~{:.??f{i\· 
·,-·, :~, \,.'.·'·'-·~ ... .- · . ~·- ]?epth and .width of an aJ!propri~~~ ~n,el.-... -:·_- .... ·:>,_:··f;-',\:·(t,1.~·:·;· 
':;;.}(:~\.:/\-'.':,•:': - : ·, .• . ,:. . . . ·~. -: /'... . ... -~ ~.-'.f·')/\i:,;-,:··_:·<.·. 
::~'t:_.\\ ... ···r-. b. ··Disposal of dredg_ed ~teria~ •. · · · .. :, <· : .. ·· 
tii,>::?_'.- .. r_~. : ,c • . :. Des~ . oi' docking ·tacili t~es ~ ac<iess .roacl!l,:· 4f1d ~~;'f :)~eS.: 
. ,; '. ''c°: 
~d.- · Land requirements. 
,,;· ... Interviews with marina a~d yac}lt. club owners .and operat.ors. in. 
I 
·· V ·· .-_: T · c. 
-· :, · · · 1.:,: ·.: · .. ··the ar~a- indicate that. the avera~e pleasure cruiser has _a. dra~ ·:of}:· .. , ' . .. : .. •. •' '·• .. 
,· :·- · ·:; · ··· between 2 and 3 feet.. The folloWing table shQw·s va.rioua .·,dr~~_s\~t->t. (/{ )\{ 
· ! ( \ · , · ~ome typj_cal recreational cratt. . · .. . .· ... ·. .··•.· · . ·.• . . . , f'\/;?{"~~\-\ii1'J~I 
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DIMENSIONS OF SOME 1967 RECREATIONAL CRAFT 
Dimensions, 
Draft Beam 
28" 7• .. 7" 
24" 9' l" 
26" 10' 8" 
38~'. 13' O" 










65 1 0" . 
•' . . ~-
•, •: 
Height 
. ~·-. an 
. : 7•10···-.. : 
9' 4" 
.15 I ·2". 
15' O" 
15' .911 •· 





•. ·,,1···.···, .. 
···. ·.· .... ':. .... 
··~ ' 
··. ,./:)(/ 1 f ,f  1iJli": 
,·':·" ... - . 
. : ~·i 
.· ··-6.· Boats moTI:Jlg to and from the harbor require a ce~in minim~. . . _. .. : .; _ . 
. . . - '/,· ... ,· . ·;· ·~::.;··: 
-__ :-:cJ1anne1.:w1a1;}1: to permit safe operation -under ali condition$ •. _The·. .·:-:.- .... ~;-; 
. . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .··.:·, ; :. '{~\{~;):;}: 
• ··· ·:~~th· of_the:entrance _channel should be not less than ·sixty.feet··or :/.lt\:·.'..f 
', _·. / ••••• :., • • ! •·• ' ,· : .. •• • ·,; : ·: ,, :~--··· \ --~~'.~;··'.;~·:·J ... >\t .. :·.·: 
.. · t~ tµnes · the : _b_eam of the· widest. boats berth~d; 1;herein •. · -fuhe ·iarg~s:{;/:)\\~;( 
: . ~ ' ' .. . . . . :·... ,• .. · . •' •.', ·' ~: .· ·.:, .'' ..... 1>:_: .. ::.~.<·:~-./-~t·.·:;·_ 
i :::.:·: :i-ecreatio~~f craft presently r~·gisterid ;n th~-: ~ur.rounding co$ti·ei:-'.{/_,{\{/· 
. . ' ·~ ... . . . • .. ·. . , ' . . .· ,:. . -=: . . · .. - . . . . _··.·. :_· .. :'. .'/- \.·t>>< 
:i;<.t.'.:: ·. -·· .. :·. and;urban .areas have beams of about 15 feet_ ·and the national .trend. ;in:,>:\; .. ,:· 
':'·~- -.-:: · .. : . ·: :!, .. ·:- .. ·. . . - . - . . . . . . - . . . ··:0: .·· <·-: ·-::\;;_: :>r:-,_-.. _ 
. ·.:·(. ··..-: . . ·· . ·recreaj;ion boats is toward the wider catamarans and house bo~ts •... ··,.: .··?.:·y· .. > .· 
. " .( ... ' . . . . . : . . .. . ·. :-: ... : .. :·.'·-:;·:,,: :~~: .. ' . 
• : •• - __ ; • .. • • ' • + • • • • .- ~· ... : ·.> .... 
. ! .. :• ' ! ;· ·,. ·. .. 
... 
' / '. 
't·· -i 
: r· ·.· J .. 
! 
. i ' 
-j 







I - • 
.j ! . 




~ ;· ·- .. . ! 
·I 
' i,, ! 
j . 
. :·.~.~ ' ·...... i .• . 
~ ·• I . 
•. I 
' -~ .. ' ,, 
' -; .· :,. 
~ 
7. · Boats moving to and from the marina require· a certai~ minimum. · · · · , · .... 
·, _widt~ of entrance c~annel to provide for such unfavorable ·c~ditions·::: 
.as darkness, fog, and storms. Frequently, sailing· craft ·which are .. ·>'.· 
brought within the harbor, with sails set, require cons_iderably -~or.~·:!\\ 
'~,- '~ ·,· •. : .... ~;1 ,.·:· .. ' '-, \ 
maneuvering space than is indicated by t?eir beam Widths.· Since,_· ·:.\ · 
_many·operators of recreati:onaJ. ·craft are· .inexperi"enced, .it i~ beJ.i~vEi9-.:/:~~<. 
• • .. : .... • • ; ~\ + •• 
,· :.· ... · .. 
· that a··minimum width of 80 feet should be provided. in :tlle entran.~e-/,·. ·r .··:-;. :.: 
channel.· : .. · . \ · . ..· . . . . .. . .... : ;::,ij):;- • 
; ~ . · .. \ · •. _. .. 
, ~. ! 
8.· Some clearance under the keel of a boat is required £0~ 
maneuverability. In addition, clearance is required to provide tor· 
wave action in the channel; oth~se, the deeper-draft boats w:ould_ 
endanger themselves by: striking bottom in rough or stormy we.ather~. · 
. .- ' ~ ... 
' . In this .connection, the following is quoted trom da.ta .. ~;,she_d:~y·. 
I 
the Cbris-Cra:rt Corporation: 
.. 
.. · '• 
. ..· 
· ''Depth of water required in channels will vary greatly · 
with the local conditions affecting the height of waves 
which might be encountered there but as a rough generali-
zation we believe a minimum of 3 feet under the keel should' 
.be provided for boats having a d.raf't up to 2 feet and -this 
should be increased proportionately as the draft · increas,s -~" :_ .. :: 
. - - . ' " .-.. • :: . 
':;:',' 
:;;r:r /'·.: · .. · · . '> . ;f F~P:Jif:[!jP~itl1lf 1 
. I , 9 •. A six-foot draf't would provide two feet of' cJ.earance mlder .t~ • };.;) 
.. 
. •' .·. - .. 
,.. '···. 
:\:-,_:{:, .:)t. t :io~. .DISPOSAL ·-·or DREDGED Y.iATER!AL @. . ' ~. /.:·;.: 
i._<i??/\\i/\·i····of' Ta=:e:::n a::::::et:::e u::;:s:~::s~~-•::~1::w:11t}\f }}('.  
.. ':-. i,·!/;',.:,.:. .· .· .· ' .... ··' ' .. ' ' : ·. ·.·,:-:'·: . . -~<;i::\\ .. ( .. 
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. .. 
''. .-:: ~, ~• I ' ' ' • • ._•-' • ,' ',<I ~'·'-../;-, .. t ... 




i . t ... 
!: ,:·• . 
I 
'; 
' •' .-. "' 
. with lo?lg-range plans of the state to develop a fresh water lake for:' 
. ' -... '. 
:f\l.ture recr~ational activities. To deposit the material near:;the·?~(. 
. -.· - ·- .~-...:· .. :.\' 
mouth would interfere ·with the 'creation of the. pr.oposed· mar1na.··.:· 
··- ,• . - . . . . : . 
.· - •' 
·:U. Conside:ration also was given to the possib~ty of. d~posit.iilg · .. :: ;, .. · '· 
.. -. .. ,_,. .• 
the material:along the shore just south of Taskina~ Creek ~th.·\~~/}(r ... 
. ' : . . . .· ·-///·:,:::? 
hope of creating a sandy beach. However, eight probings· in_ ~~e · 
channel ·area indicated that the material to be · dredged is ors,~n;~-- :. . 
. . ·~ :: ·.··;,/_· 
silt and peat soils, and wou1~ not be suitable for a l;>each. -~ -. · . 
. . . ' . . . . ·. ' 
12. The area now proposed for disposal of the dredged material 'is.- · .. 
a .. ravine about one mile downstream fr9m Ta skinas Cr.eek~ .· The'. location/ .. 
is shown on exhibit l. 
13. DESIGN OF DOCKS, ACCESS ROAD, AND PARKING AREAS 
Care:ful consideration.will have to be given to the design of 
piers and docks, complete with sanitary facilities, to accommodate 
both day use and overnight visitors. Consideration should also be : : · '. .... · 






·. :)::: \i;::df;y.(.. · ·. . . ·. ·. ·. · . ~:: : :';}?{~:Jt}J:(}:;{i}i1 . '. ·; .,, ., . , . 11· Feb·6~·-····-i:·l, .. ,.,:,,-.,-::,,·,···'"'"·· 
•1 - • ' . • "' -· • /{{:f~;5~~-'.'+_ ... '.< . .- .·. . . .. 7·''.' ·, .. t::'·;.'J ( -;:·,-> 
, . ~,,;,>!. given to in~ng adequate parking ar~s .and acces: roads to - ~:t?!!~I!1r 
• :· .. 1 
• • _. ; : t ~ . 
... . . 
• . I 
! • .-·! . 
•'°!· • . - i . 
.. . ' : ··. :r ·. 
.·. I . 
I' 
... 'l. . 
. f:,, .. ! ;, . 
. _· : 1 ··:· . ! . . . ·: ,-.- ···r . 
:-' ...... :._t·· :· ... 
-1 .. · 
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acc~ate .. tlle owners, :and their guests, of the· 200, or -mor'e ·yacht's. /)'~\'I/} 
_· . . . .. ·: : . . . . .... ~ . . ·-:·:· : ::-y:_:::~_;~{.:\":} 
-_which .. Will _be .. ·moored · at the marina. T'ne owners· :ot, _the _.numerous~ out~::./;/(~:f\ 
. .· . . . . . ·. . ... '. . . . . . . ; '·.\}\::>_'.,Jff·j 
. bo~~d bo~t~ .. o~ t;railers .which win use the marina tac111t1es tor:·dlty_:~./··./.S·t· 
• • • ' ', • • • ·:·: • • • • • :,.. ~. • I • • .• • > ·:::)-: .. \:•)tJ;\p.J:Vi 
. : .use and. the'._ park ,facilities for overnight camping. must al$0 "b·e./.'':(t·--.-~,.;-:::/_~ . .r·:rr 
. . . ' . - . . ,;. . \ . . , . .· . . ·. ~ : . , ·:·. ·: _- ... '."\:',:(:;.-t:~t· 
··· · considered., ,Exhibit l shows a farm road which could be improved:-°'."tc:(~~:\:;t:f::\ 
serve as an access road from. Virginia Seco~ Highway 6o6. to ~: .,,·.r \ 
. . ' ·;· -·~ . --< . ·;:-~: .. · .. 
· · marina, a distance ot about 2 miles. The cost ot these items ::tC> 7:11~:'\>{ ,< 
· State are considered to be self liquidating. and a~e. not included;)in· : :·:·,, _'.:, . ;· _. 
':. : :: e::= of the ~roje~. ·, . . , . ;'-;:j,/?/'\tt;i[iif il!ltil!G 
:rt will be necessary i'or the state to :f'urnish without Co~~ t~ :;;{\' ';' 
the United States all lands, rights-ot-way·~d ea~eJDents :f'or the· . .':> 
co~struction of the project. The state will · also . have to obtain · 
releases from the lessees of oyster grounds wh~ch might be a~f ected .. 
by dredging.operations or.the disposal.of dredged materials~ Since- .. '• <· -... . 
' . '. :: t' ·.:, it will be necessary for the Federal Government to-continue to .. 
. ... ,. ., 
maintain and dredge the project in fu.ture years after it is completed~·._.:, __ ~-
. . . . . . )} 
. . : . J . ~ 
· · it Will be necessary for the Sta~e to. insure that the hnds ;-~q~ire~ .r;[ ~:: __ · 











. . •. ··-~"'.1 . 
. . ·. ~' . ' , .. . . . 
! ·: 
. ' '~-
· .. ~~i-·:.-~- .·· ·. r-. 
·· (. . . • . : :_~. f. ··: ·, : : · · The· ~stimate of first cost for t~e considered imprpvement ·1s .··. : ·i{\-3:\~ ·· < :y } shOW in Table 2, · The non:.Federal first Cost will be at 50 p~C~t };{J: 
<:[) '. ..:; . . . . . . . . . . . ,' . ~'. :.·.:.·:_··{t\:t/: 
i'!\:-1,····· .· ·.i.··; •.. • .. :::•. :e::-:~st~::s::::1:::7:;:::!: ·:~:~:.·.····ti::f f 
)\:.( r· . · · .prelilllinary. and shouJ.d be reviewed and evaluated by the State. ~e < /.'.':'{ 
-'l · estimat~ dredging cost is based on current price',levels with t~.)-:ffr:{{ 
·_. work to be· accomplished by contract with a l~-:tnch hydrt;tulic :pip~~iri~:./;i·}·:.: 
... . . . . . ' . '. ' ·. ', " .. _.., (,.· .. ; - '. ~ .:\ .. ' . 
:·:·: .·:: ,-· ·are4ge·_and at~endant plant.· In ·est~ting costs, consider~tion.·~as·:,~.·/Vt·: 
fi· · · .··. , (i, given to the length of pipeline required, the nature and. quant1,i;;v''}{JI{ 
. i~:: ~ . ; .·: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ··;.: _; \; l <;f--:;. 
,: ·: ' _.·.· .. of material to be dredged, .~d the location of the disposaJ. ar~ar .. ~:~ :·. : __ ::: : 
l :') . . ~. :7mu::ges for the impr~~ent as_sb~ in Tab~~i;t!JJ!l\!:!t 
.· •:.· 
'. . I .,. I . 





. . -.," 
been computed on the basis of a 50-year project life. An interest··:·.: '.o: :: ·. 
. . . ·. 
ra.te ot 4-5/&/o has been taken for both Federal and non-Federal .·in-~· 
·. . . . .~ 
vestments. The annual ~barges include an es.timate for maintenance· 
of the improvement based on dredging the improved· channel at intervals ·: · 
of tour years throughout the life of the project and a. r_a.te Qf. slloa~ng .. _ ·
ot 0.5 ·foot per year •. Table 2 ~ummarizes th.e benefits.that •'411'_ .. tesµl.1;.\. 
. from developmen'I; of the ma.rin$.'! 
. j . 
. . 
.6 
'·1 .· .,·.·.·· "; 
~t1{~tf ,11~\j':;:::l'.> ... · .. ; .. .... · ':," . . . ' ... , 
· ... ,, ·• j. 
' e • • • • I • 
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. :~ . . ·. -.: ·.: -·; ~ .... : ·, . : . :• 'table 2 •. EX:ONOMICS OF PROVD>ING CHANNEL TO .TASKINAS STATE PARJC·. \ 1-,:,_._. 
• • • ._ • • • • · •• :~ : ~ ' : ·:. I :.. < ,'' ~ • ,•' 
~;::::-:-;-~::.~;:- ·'; :; Estimated Coat 
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' .. :·: .. 
Without Jetty 
Totai: . .,, . ·. 
Non-
. ·Federal- Federal · 
···.:,:. 
; · .. , . .'. 
/ • > : ... • \. • • ;:~· • 
. :_ .. , _·.:,--.; 
. With Jettt· :'~.-- · · 
· N:>n• .·. ·~ ,, .. · 
··Federal· Fedet,1.), .()rota: 
-~-. 
;~~· 1~ .,x.~'.}-,i~! ~ 6:, ~J 
.;·. ··~ .. -. •· . 
.... -.... ·Construction Costs . , ..... ~ ... _ . ... .. -~·· .......... 
.. ·· Dredaing · channel · 
Aids to·n~vigation 
~pillway and dikes 




· Oyster releases 
· · Def'er~d· 'jetty. construction . 
~ :, •.. . . . .· .. .... . ' .. - . . ' . 
. Total .. ·. 
) . . e. ··. Invest1;11ent: 
· Initial 
· Deterr,~c,.(a) 
: ..... . . 
· · . D. . Annual Charges 
~ -• • 'i 
~ ~ t .. 
,'····• .. 
· · ·( · ·' Interest at.-1'-5/~ 
·Amortization at ·• 53~ 
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Annual !-~int. of channel 
Aids to navigation 
Main~enance or levees and 
spillways 
Maintenance or jettr 
Major replacement(~} 
Total 

















$70,~00 .. $79,90()' 
$3,250 $3,700 
. 38o . 430 
12,500 0 .. 
'50 · -0. 
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$140,000, 
·; 300 
' $ 70,000 











$ 70,300 $ 79,900 . $150~2 
~-,000 . 20~_,000.· i;-. ~l~;~ 
t219,300. · .. $2ea·; 900:\ ·;$~~',2 
. .· ,' . t. . ' .. -.··::~,. ·. •'.-.;: ... _-, .. -·- .. 
.' .·;-. ·.~\~ ---·. .: 
.. ~. 
$ 6,950 ·., .. $ 12,920 · $ 13,36(). >:'$~26,2 
810 . 1,500 · .. l,550,., · : .<3,0 
·.12,500
50
. _.: .1,000 ·. o·-. -:.--:,··1.0 
. 50 ·O; . 
500 














. · ·5,5 ·.-
$ 30,000 $· 30,000· :' $ 60,Cl 
. 10,800 l~,6~ . · .. _21 ,6 
$ i._0,800-' $ laQ,8oc('(~:t~a1·.E . ~· . . . , .• ~: .,. - . 
For e~onomic analysis it is assumed that letty would be bu~t;8 years toll.owi~g·proj,ct. 
construction. . 
Jetty would be replaced 30 years atter being· buil:·· 
: 
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.... -.. . . ' · .. ,• 
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.. · · (. ann~ .. r,te.. c,f :fill which m:i.gl?.t . be . ~xpected. to· .<>9~ :Ti(skinas '. C~¢ek/.?}f)i{j: 
• . . • . . . •· . . . . , . . . . . . • . . . . . . i. .•. .•• •• . . r.=:_'.:.~ :·/::.:;:;r~~:t/;t 
· -..: ·<::_:considerat~on was given to the c_onstru.ction of ·a:j;iJnber :jetty·: orfthe~·.'./_:·?<~::>}:: ). ''":-_ ·: . · . .- ..... , ·.. - . . . . 5' . . .; .. :·. ... . . . . . .. ·.'· <·'/·:./}.~' 
.. . . ...... ·.· .. upstre~ side ot the entrance channel j;o min~ze shoaling in.tb:e· :/ .. \(·· . .-:_ ~-
. ~· . . _'. ':_/::;r/.:;-_·.; 
/;·.} 1 : ::: • channel·~ Selection of the upstream side for location of the j.etty ._·/-:-.\}\/.-. 
, • ·.· ,/'. :.: ):· ·:· .·. ·~ . . . . . . • . . . . . . . , . ,_.·.~:· r, .. 
: ?.:·.· .; · ··. .was made because an inspection of a number of tributary streams and·<.._:._::::.-::\·· 
. t ,, . . . . . . . . . . . ;~,:' .. -:;, 
.. ·f!f ::.:;\. 
'<d~·wnstream ~tructures indicates that practically all of the littora~.'\_\ ·;. 
i 
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. to extend from, the high water line on the shore to the 6-foot depth',:::_ .. : 
~' ... 
co~tour in the York River, a. distance of' about 4,000 feet," ... ~..; ·ts:3. 
. _nary cost est~tes indica:te ~hat the jetty would require,,. P.eriodic ;. ~·. -: . ~(_,\ 
.. : J!IB,i11,~ce -anJ_; i-~placement a~ the end o:t' about 30 y~ars. •·· .·. : /'~)',}¥:~~~ 
. . 
18. The interest ·and amo~ization of the cost and maintenance of the-:··.-
~etty wou1d approximate $40,000 annually~ A co~ison of the esti-
mated annual charges for the jetty With the estimated annual cost of 
ma.µitaining the channel by dredging alone, indicates that· the shoaling _· ·· 
rate in the · channel '\-tou1d have to exceed 18 inches annually over 
. . . 
its entire width and length before a jetty wou1d be economically. 
feasible. This compares with the 6 inches pe~ year estima.~ed to 
occur naturally. Accordinttcy, tbe jetty has not been included in. the 
design. If the annual maintenance exceeds 18 inches following con-
struction, then i\lrther consideratio~ will be given at that t·ime :to. 
the construction of a jetty4 
~ : " ~ J ;• • • • ....... -· 
. .. ·,-. 
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j, . :• 
<~: .. , . ·;. :·:-. -;9·.-·· · ~oUo~_g __ -is a conwa,ri~on- ot be11et;ts and ~osts·_ tot· ~he _propQ.~d)/})./:·.> · 
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/;i; , . . . ··• PROPOSID LOCAL COOPERATION . , , . ,. \i':Jt}!Jif /iii:, 
, · 20. -·In _the. e?'ent that the proposed channel is provided, _the ··.·t:.· ·. ·· 




a. · Provide without cost to the United States aJJ. lan~s ~- :· 
_easements' and rights-of-way required for construction: and subsequent '0 • ', 
. :maintenance of the project· and for aids to navigation upon the reque·st·:.: ___ .··\ 
·.' ,• - . . . 
of the Chief of Engineers' including suitable·. areas determined by 
· .. ·the Chief of Engineers to be requir.ed in the general pub.~c intere~1(.,. 
for initial and subsequent disposal of spoil, and also .nec·essary 
retaining dikes, bulkhea~s, and embankments theref'or or the costs · of· 
such reta~ng works. 
b. Make a cash contribution equal in am~unt to . 50 pe~cen~· · 
-of the first cost of dredging. This contribution ·~s presently es~~:.:. 
J:1;1&.ted at $70,000. • 
c.· Deferred construction of a jetty from deep water in the 
York River to the mouth of Taskinas Creek is·provided for in the event· 




•;t:1 <t ··.,.· 
. ·i .. '. 
·: i . !" .j:" 
·; / · ··. J·· . · uredging ~ceed~ the annual. charges for the jetty, _the cost· -~r which:· .. 
,.·;•:';·.: .. '!! ·J.! .:, ... ·. · .. ·. :· . . . . . : ,.' ..... 
C\.)t~}:J,::,/ .. :>~s.p~sentJ¥_'estimated at $60o,ooo. '~e C~nweal~h .or.-·virgini.\ .. 
if ff/{ f .'> W~d be, requir~d to coiitri~te .a~ least 50 ~rcent of t~ co~t ~f' , , 
:-: :<: T :· ,· ~ :· · the ~etty, the· actual ~ount to -'be determi~~~ it ·at\d when the.' jet:t,.r.\ :,.- .. ' . . I' I . . . . .- . . . . ' . - ... ' ., . ·.· :·. ·:· ; 
, ;"- ::.j :. ·.·.-:·\is r~quired~ (S~e item i). !: · · · ~; ·. · .· · · ·. . : : _,; .· .. · ·_.:.:,: ~·: .. .:_:)\<: 
::f :···1r1,!,···· '. •.. : with .nece::ry::::ga:~::::: ::i::s :~;s:d:q:eb::::~,:-\c ..••..• : 
i.;: i:·· 1' / ·.·.··tor auto. mobil.es and boat _trailers. This inc1udes· a·minimum of· 100 .. _: ...... i1 •• · 
f 1· I; . · . ! 
; I: I . 
• 
=.: : F-,,1 .. ,' ·· docking spaces for tr~sient yachts, O]?en to all on equa.1:terms; · .• . :' .. 
I r f; I • • . e. Provide adequate shore sanitary facilities in the - . • " 
r . (. r . . : :Interest of preventing pollution of the surrounding area.. : . .: . ·' 
. ,; · 1 , ' .. t .. ,
.1 . ' . • -.:· ' . : 
f . ·, .. 
· t. -Construct and maintain bulkheads or otherwise st~b-ilize 
i ·;. 
1 
· the ·~~nks on either side of the.basin to prevent er~sion and sh~ling.· 
r I 
. i; , . 
·1 !· 
' -r ·:: 
! . i- . 


















~1-. :_ 't 
g. Furnish releases f'rom the 1essees of oyster grounds 
wbich -might b,e affected by the disposal of dredged material.. 
. ' 
h.· Furnish assurance of compliance with the Department of . 
Defense directive under fitle VI 9f the Civil "Rights Ac~ of 1964 ~hi.ch 
. states that no person in the Un.ited States shall on the ground of_ 
·race, color, or national origin be excluded· from participation in,:_· 
' . 
· or ·be ·denied the benefits of this project. 
i. Assume M.l responsibility for all -project 
excess ot the Federal cost limitat~on of $'500,000. 
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· ·· Taskinas State Park will be locat~~ along Taskinas Creek in James.;: ·· .. 
~ ~-
City .County. It will comprise .an area:,.ot appr~ximately 2,000 acres. -· ·· 
,. 
Contained Within the park will be picnic areas, camping grounds·, and· 
amari~a site with facilities tq accommodate approxilllately 290 boats. 
2. The park will incorporate an area of influence cot1,sist~ng primarily· 
of part of the Richmond (a) and. all of the Newport News - Hampton 
·Metropolitan Areas. It also · includes the counties of New Kent, Char1es 
City, and King William. This zone, which has an area of 1,962 square 
_miles, shows good ~conomic ·potential. and is expected to gcow very 
' •.. . 
rapidly during the next ~() years. 
3. The area of influence· i's traversed by Interstate Highway 64 
which connect~ the densely populated areas of Newport News - Hampton 
with Richmond. The proposed state park, located a short distance from 
Interstate Highway 64, is about 40 miles east of Richmond and 30 miles 
northwest of Newport News. Interstate Highway 95; U. S. highways 
number 60, .33, 301, 1 and 17; and numerous state and secondary routes 
traverse the area, providing easy and fast access. Plate A-l shows 
' : . 
the area of influenc~. 
(a) Includes the city of Richmond and the·counties of Hanover and Henrico. 
A-1 
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4 .• · · POPULATION •' . . . ~ . ... ...... 
The estimated 196r popu1a.tion of this zone is .736,000, which· 
... ~ .. 
···.: 
, ~ ; · represents an increase of 18 percent over 1960 •. The projected. popu-
i ! i .. 
i 








; '. : . 
... 
• . ."· ... 
lat~o~. f~r the period 1960-2020. is presented in the following table: ... 
. . 
. ii 
Table A-1. POPULATION ESTIMATES 1960-2020Ca) 
Area 19bo 1980 2000 2020 
Charles City 5,492 8,000 20,700 66,300 
Hanover 45,800 134,700 :. 27,550 257,500 
Henrico · .. -~· 117,339 148,500 183,200 233,400 
James. City 10,449 22,800 23,100 24,500 
King.William 7,563 8,000 · 7,800 .. 16,100 
New Kent 4,504 6,100 7,600 17,800 
York 21,143 31,900 48,400 JJ.8,800 
Hampton 89,258 127,300 148,200 157,~00 
Newport News ll3,662 144,600 192,100 287,400 
Richmond 219,958 278,400 343,300 437,500 
Williamsburg 8,362 12,600 3:9,200 47,000 
Totals 625,280 834,ooo 1,128,300 1,663,800 
(a) · Based on Economic Base Study, C~esapeake Bay Drainage 
· Basins, NationaJ. Planning Association, Feb 1967. 
5. EMPLOYMENT 
The total employment in 1969 for this area was 232;750 which 
produced a labor participation ratio of .372. This ratio is high due 
to the Richmond - Henrico area, which had a combined ratio· of .412· and 
accounted.for 60 perce~t of the total employment.of the area. The 
projected employment for the period 1960-~020 is presented in the 
following table: 
A-2 
:··.· ..... , 
t .. \ 
.,· 
.i 
i . . 
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.. 
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Table·A-2. EMPLOYMENT ESTIMATES 1960-2020.( a) 
Area 19bo l.9bO 2000 2020 
Charles City l,553 2,500 6,700 22,300 · 
Hanover l0,339 18,700 57,400 114,800 
Henrico 47,349 65i,200 83,900 lll,900 
James City 3,883 9~200 ·::: 9,700 10,800 
King William 2,7ll 3,100 -:-3,200 6,900 
New Kent 1,511 2,200 2,900 7,100 
York 6,402 10,500 16,700 42,700 
Hampton 27,487 42,600 51,900_ 57,600 
Newport News 37,483 ·51,900 71,900 ll2,500 
Richmond 91,622 . 126,100 162,400 216,400 
Williamsburg 2,410 4,000 6,300 16,000 
fotals. 232,750 336,000 473,000 719,000 
(a) B~sed on Economic Base Study, Chesapeake Bay Drainage 
National Planning Association, Feb ;1967. 
6. In 1960, the three major c;ategories of tota+ employment were 
manufacturing services, and trade (wholesale and retail combined). 
These three. categories accounted for 69 percent of the total employ-
ment in 1960 •. They are projected to account for approximately the 
s~ percentage of' total employment in 1980, 2000,· .and 2020. 
7. · Manufacturing represented 25 percent of' total employment in 1960 •. 
This is projected to decrease stea4ily until it reaches 14 percent in 
--·-2020. This projected decline results from the area• s manufacturing 
mix which is heavily weighed with relatively slow-growing industries 
as food and kindred products, tobacco manufacturers, J.umber and 
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.. recent fast-growing manufacturing indus~ries as chemicals, J?Ublishing, .· 
and s~ipbuilding and ship repair is not expected to offset the 
.· _dampening ·effect. of the old, well-established indu;>tries • 
· 8. Services accounted for 24 percent pf total employment in 1960 and 
. . . t-. 
is· projecte·d to increase to _36 percent:.~·or .the lotal by 2020 •. Thi~ in~ . · 
. crease is influenced strongly by rising per capita income. and an ... 
increased rate of urbanizatio~. . . 
9. The employment in trade was 20 percent of total employment in 196o. · 
This is projected to remain allllost static tl:irough the year 2020. 
10. · Table 3 shows the area~ s tota1 employment broken· do\'m into 
individual categories for "the.period 1960-2020. 
Table A-3. Er.fi>LOYMENT BY SECTORS - 1960-2020 · 
Item 19bo l~O 2000 2020 
Total Employment 232,750 336,000 473,000 719,000 
Agriculture 4,233 3,.100 3,000 3,100 
Construction 16,130 30,800 50,000 . 82,000 
Mining ~.--_... 144 200 200 200 
Manufacturing 57,030 70,400 81,400 100,000 
Transportation 18,688 23,100 29,600 40·,300 
Trade 46,537 65,700 88,900 130,300 
Finance ·12,876 20,300 33,700 59,200 
Services 56,092 99,300 156,400 257,100 
Public Ad.minis-
tration 21,020 ~3,100 29,800 : 45,800 
A-4 
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11 ... mcOME 
· The area had a per capita income of $2,199 in 19.60. ··This figure,. · 
is 19 percent greater than the state average for the same year. The 
·area's· per capita income is proj~cted "!io grow at a relatively rapid 
. . t-. 
rate ·to the year 2020. This rapid growth is dUe to the greatly 
accelerated growth of employment and the large percentage of employ-
ment in industries with a high level of productivity. The following 
. table shows the area's totaJ. personal and per capita incomes for the . 
. . period 1960 - 2020 • 
~able A-4. ESTIMATED TOT..L\L PERSONAL AND PER CAPITA 
INCOMES 1960 - 2020 . 
Item 1960 
~otal Personal Income 
(Millions of 1960 
dollars) · 1,375 
Per Capita Income 








As indicated by the preceding paragraphs, the study area shows 
substantial potential future growth in population and employment. 
Per capita income within the a.rea presently exceeds the state_ average 
and is projected to continue to do so •. The metropolitan areas of . 
Richmond and Newport News-Hampton located at the western and eastern 
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over the area. Economics activity within these two population 
centers-is eJq>ected to increQ.se significantly.in the future. In 
summary, continued increase in population1 employment, and income 
within the study area combined with greater leisure time indicate an 
increasing rate of participation in pl~~sure _b:?ating •. This increased· 
· pa,r\iicipation rate will exert continued and increasing demand on . 
. ~xisting and. f'uture recr~a.tional boating facilities •. 
. ·:· .. 
-~ .· . . ' 
! . . 
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This appendix presents the derivation of benefits which would 
. accrue. through the provision' of' a. m4,rina facility a~d appropriate··-
, - : .. : ·t.• ' . ·1_ ... 
c~nnels in Taskinas Creek adjacent 'to the· Jroposed Taskinas Stat~ .-
Park. Average annual benefits of $82,000 are attributable to the_ 
plan of improvemet)t under consideration. These benefits would 
result entirely from recreational boating activity. 
. 2. EXISTING RECREATIONAL CRAFT 
The number of pleasure boats owned by .residents· of the study 
area was estimated from-_th~ 1967 Virginia Boat ~egister for the· 
cities and counties within ~he study area. The Virginia Boat 
Register is prep?red by the Commission of' Game and Inland Fisheries 
C,~u..Nf.:, r 
and lists the make, class, year built, length, and country ~r city 
of use for all pleasure boats in the State of Virginia. Data ob-
tained from this source were verified and supplemented by the 
publication entitled "U. S. Boating Industry'~, published by Conover 
Ma.st, January 1963, 1965, and 1967 issues; navigation reports of' 
this office; ·and contin~6us and detailed surveys of yacht clubs, 
marinas; and boat basins within the.area. 
3. Based on the above sources, it is estimated that about 1,250 
inboard boats, 1,100 sailboats, and· 12,500 outboard boats, or a total 
of 14,850 pl~asure boats are owned by residents of' the study area • 
I B-l 
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4. Most.of the existing pleasure.boats are used·and based on the 
_Bappahannock, York, James, an~ tributaries of these rivers, and in 
Hampton Roads. A l~rge number of owners ba·se their craft, principally 
-inboard boats, at marinas located outside of the study area. Rela-
tively few marina-type facilities afe loc~t~~ within the study ·area· 
at present, with .the exception of the Newport News-Hampton· area. 
These existing marinas are generally used to maximum capacity. Many 
of the outboard boats are based at the own~r·s·residence and trans-
· ported by trailer to the · area. of use. · 
5 •. PROSPECTIVE ncREATIONAL BOATmG 
As population, leisure time, and income increa·se,. participation 
in· all types of outdoor ·recreation, inc;Ludin·g pleasure boating, will 
: ..... ;, . ·='." ..,.._ 
. show significant incre'ases: •. In recent years, participation in out-
door recreation activities has shown tremendous gains • 
. _, 
a. Outboard Boats - During the period 1950 to 1966 the 
number of outboards in the United States increased from about 2 million 
to 4.7 million, or 4.5 times greater than the corresponding popu1ation 
increase. During this period, the number of outboards per 1,000 
population in the Nation increased from 13 to 24. No precise .statis-
ticaJ. data are available on the number of outboard pleasure boats 
owned within the study area in 1950. However, based on navigation 
reports of this office, interviews with operators of local marinas, 
yacht clubs, and others lmowledgeable in the pleasure boating field, 
it is evident that a similar increase bas been experienced within 
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~he s~udy area. The prospective number of outboard boats in the s~udy 
. area has been estimated ba·sed on the_·projecte.d popuJ.ation for ·the .· 
. ~ea and a rate of increase in the number of .outboard boats per ·l,000~ ·:. · 
l · . population. It is assumed that the -~umber· of outboards per 1,000 . 




















·population·within the study area wo~d app~q~ch the existin~ National· .. 
· average of 24 by 1980, and ·would increase at· a rate therea:f'ter based 
on the National average rate of increase experienced_during the 10-year 
period, 1956-1966. The estimated number of' outboard boats for the· 
· years 1970, 1980, ·2000, and 2020 is shown in table B-l • 
b. Inboard Boats - In i966 there were an estimated 600,000. 
inboard boats in the United States, or about three boats per 1,000 
_population; in the study area there were about 1,250 in~oard boats or 
about l. 7 per l,000 population. · Although statistical. data. are not· 
available indicating the number of :i:nboard· boats in the study area in 
1950, it is apparent that a substantial increase has been experienced 
since that time. · The prospective number of inboard pleasure boats has 
been conservatively estimated based on the projected population in-
crease for the study area, a rate of increase in the n\ll!lber of 
~boards approaching the exis~ing U. S average number of three per 
1;000 population by .1980, and a rate of increase after 1980 equa1 to 
the rate of growth projected for outboard recreational. boating. An 
estimate of the :f'uture number of inboards owned by residents of the 
stu4Y area is shown in table B-l. 
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c. Sailboats - In 1966 there were an estimated 1,100 
•84lboats Within the study area, or ab·out 1.5 p~r l,O~ po~at;on •. :. 
~e- future increase in sailboating is estimated on the same :basti ·, · ' ' 
.· ... 
a.· . . Summary ..; Although sour~ slac~~ning ot the growth rS:te'. :·< 1 •.. 
. ill pleasure boating may be f'orthcom:~g int~\ tuture, it is expected 
·· · · t)?.at t~e increase in the number of recreatio~a1 era~ in the· Nati~n~ : 
state; and study area will continue to show substantia1 gains .•. .-. The:.: .. : ... :i;. 
toll.owing table shows the prospective number of pl~~sure boats 
··~· .. 
. ·:withi~ ~he.· study ·area ,for the -period 1970.":-2020. · 
:, ! . ,'· : ; . ' . '• .. 
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Table B-1. PROSPECTIVE PLEASURE BOATING m STUDY ARFA, 1970~2020 
Outboards Inboards Sailboats Population Outboards Inboards Sailboats Total Recreation 
per l,000 per 1,000 per 1,000 in study in study in study in study boats in 
population population population area(a) area area area study area 
19 2.0 1.8 729,600 13,900 1,500 1,300 16,700 
I 
2li 3.0 I 2.7 . 834,ooo .20,000 2,500 2,300 '24,800 
36 4.6 1~.1 1,128,000 4~,600 · 5,200 4,600 . J· 50,400 
· 49 6.1 5.5 1,664,000 81,500 · 10,100 9,200 100,800 
: .. 
:-,'i'J!·t .. 
·(a) See Section A of Appendix Table A-1. 
·, ... .: 
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6. PROSPECTIVE BENEFITS 
~e above estimate of the n~ber of existing and prospective· 
·recreational boats within the study area indicates a substantial 
i: .· 
·; · potential for pleasure boating activity within and surrounding the 
study area. Marina facilities withirfthe st1:1~Y ·area at present _are· ... 
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insuffic~ent to accommod~te existing ~oats withi~ the area. The 
transportation network within the area is conducive to ea~y and· 
fa.st a.cc~ss to the proposed Tasltinas State Park from the metropolitan 
areas of Richmond and Newport News-Hampton. Interstate 64 passes 
.through the center of the-study area connecting Richmond with 
Ne,19ort News-Hampton. Taskinas state Park will be located only._a 
few miles from Interstat~ 64 • 
7. The marina facility as proposed will provide slips for about 200 
boats, of which 120 would be for inboard boats including -auxiliary 
sailboats, and the remaining Bo would be for_ outboard boats. Launching-
r8mps will also be provided. It is anticipated that considerable use 
will be made of the facility by transient boats, although a number of 
pleasure crafi will be based permanently at the proposed marina. It 
is anticipated that about 50 percent or 100 slips will be reserved 
for the use of transient boats whose owners desire to visit .the pro-
posed state park and nearby historica.J. points of interests such as 
· colonial Williamsburg, Jamestown, Yorktown, ~nd other tourist 
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8. A survey of existing marina facilities ':'lithin·the area indicates 
that most available slips are used to capacity. When new marinas are 
constructed and existing marinas expanded, owners indicate.they ~x~: 
perience little difficulty in renting the new spaces. Many marin~s. 
in the .. area· currently have waiting ii~\s · of p~;rsons d~siring ·berthing·: .. ·· >;_.· :· 
• ,. . 11. . •, ·:. . . . - . • .~~ •, . . ·, : ' ·• ·... :-.. -, . 
·spaces •.. 
9. Based on the foregoing discussion, it is believed that the ·100· .,,-
slips set asid.e for permanently based boats will be compl.etely 
occupied within three years following completion of the facil~ties.· · 
The 100 slips reserved for transient boats are expected to be used to 
almost a_maximiL"U on weekends·a few years af'ter completion of the state 
park and accompanying marina development. . Over the entire. summer · 
boating season, an average of, 70 percent use is expect~d for the 
transient boat slips.· In addition, about 150 outboar~s are .expected 
.to make use of the launching ~acilit_ie~, principally on weekends. 
10. Transient boats and outboards launched from the ramps have been 
converted to equivalent permanently based craft based on the nm:iber 
of boat days enjoyed by the permanently· based fleet. The following 
table presents an estimate of the number of boats expected to use 
the proposed facility. 
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Table B-2. ESTIMATED NlJ1,IDER OF BOATS TO USE PROPOSED 
MARINA FACILITIES 
Permanently 
based Transient(a) Launched(aJ · Total 
:i:nboar~s (b) 60 4<f -. l• 100 , . ., 
outboards. 40 ~ 
Totals 100 70 
··:: .. 20 
20 
. 90 . 
. 190 
(a) Converted to :permanently based crafi. 
(b) Includes. auxiliary sailboats. 
11. Detailed surveys· of yacht clu~s, marinas, and boat· o\>mers within.· .. 
the Hampton Roads area indicate that the average depreciated value of 
·if:lboard boats is from $5,900 to. $15,000, and the average depreciated 
.. 
value of outb_oard boats is from $2,000 to $3,000. How·ever, based op. 
previous navigation studies.of this office, data from pleasure boat 
manufactu~ers; and surveys of marinas and yacht clubs outside ·of the 
Hampton Roads area, it is believed that the average depreciated value 
of pleasure boats within ·the entire study area is lower than those in 
Hampton Roads. Therefore, average depreciated va1ues of $6,000 for 
inboards and $2,000 for outboards are considered rea.:Listic estimate·s 
of' pleasure boat values within the study area. 
12. The following table shows the _average· annual. benefits 
attributable to the proposed plan of' improvement. Benef'i ts for 
harbors-designed for anticipated establishment of' a recreational 





























· below. The method assumes that such· benefits cannot be evaiuated 
with ma.thematica1 precision, but that ·reasonable and representative 
:·. percentages reflecting the net return on the depreciated inves:tment 
. in a. for-hire fleet of ·smaJ.l boats also are reasonable gages. _of the 
recrea~ional navigation benefits to t$e boat .:p.ser~ or recreationists. .. 
. . 
The net return above net costs to the owner in a for-hire operation 
is al.so the user's evaluation of· the minimum betiefi t above costs 
placed on the availability of the boat and wat~r· area involved. In 
studies of boating practices in several parts of the country, this 
has been found to vary between 6 and 15 percent. By types of vessel, 
the appropriate range of percentage returns is approximately ~s 
follows: 
Outboards, 10-15 percent. 
Sailboats, 8-12 pe~cent.· 
Inboards, 8-12 percent. 
Cruisers, 6~9 percent. 
Auxiliary sailboats, 6-9 percent. 
. ; 
- :,:·. 
. ·.;. . .. 
For the computation in the following table, a percent of net annual. 
· return representing the mi4dle o~ the respective range was _used .• · 




Total of net ·Average 
·value value annual annual 
Type ~ Number ~ return benefit 
Inboards 6,000 100 600,000 10 60,000 
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· DESIGN AND COST ESTIMATES 
; .,.,.,· 
~ • • • :· .~. + : ... •, ~ ><.' : 
1· • . SCOPE .. . . : ... ~ 
This section of the appendix discusses the pla.ns studied· to 
. determine the most feasible and econ9mical m~tho.d for · dredging and 
r· 
:.: -!.• 
maintaining a channel from a marina to be constructed. inside the 
mouth ot Taskinas. Creek to.deep water in York River • 
2. The plan of improvement considered consists of an entrance 
channel 5,300 feet long into Taskinas Creek, 80 feet wide, and 6 feet: 
deep~ to· a point just upstream of. th~ marina facilities to be .con-
stru.cted within the creek, as shown on exhibit l of the main.report. 
· .The selected plan is in accordance with the desires of the Virginia. 
Division of Parks, the J?rincipal sponsoring agency. 
3. TUR.l"'fiNG BASIN 
. 
The plan of improvement does not contemplate the provision of a 
turning basin inside Taskinas Creek since it is believed that the 
width. (a) provided by the channel and (b) to be left between the 
.channel and the marina facilities wi_ll be adequate for boats entering 
and leaving the creek. No facilities will be constructed within 30 
feet on each side or· the channel.. According~y, a Width of 140 feet 
will. be available for boats e~tering and departing the marina facili-
ties. ·since speeds within the creek proper will be limited, such a. 
width is considered sufficient ~or efficient and safe maneuver~bility 
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of the boats using the facility. All dredging outside of the channe1 
prism will be accomplished :by the St~te of Virginia. The omission of· 
a turning basin inside the creek is in accordance with the desires· of ... 
. \ . . . 
··. the· :sp:onsoring .State agency. ' . I .~.- ·,: 
@. . . ··.~· ' 
·~ I 
·., .~ . .. 
; i: .·.' .... ·. ·· .. . CHANNEL COST 
4. DREDGING QUANTITIES 
Construction of the channel would be by conventiona1 hydraulic 
pipeline dredge. The .material to be dredged, as determined by . 
probings, consists principally of sof't organic silt and peat. · The· 
following table summariz~s the quantity of materi~ to be dredged:. 
Tabie C-1. DREDGmG QUANTITY 
A. Estimated pay yardage: 
Entrance and inner 
channels, 5,300 feet 
1ong, 80 feet wide by 
·- . 




required . allowable 
overdepth overdepth 
6 feet deep· 90,000 22,000 . 23,000 
B. Non-pay overdepth and 
overwidth dredging 
C. Total estimated yardage 
to be removed 







Material to be dredged from the channe1 will be placed bydraulical~ 
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of Taskinas Creek. The ~ele~ted.disposal area is. the nearest suitable 
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I. 
, material expected to be dreclged over the 50-year life of' the project. · 
. . 
.. ·:·· .,.· . 
.. ., 6. COST ~ 
,t, • ~:! 
. . ~ . . . . . 
j • ,·.". : ,•, 
. : ·~ . .. ',; . '~· 
The estimated cost is based on August i968 price levels by 
contract. with a: 16-inch l1Wdrau1ic pip~1ine dredge and attendant plant. 
s 
In estimating costs, consideration was given to length of pipeline 
required, nature and qu~ntity of material. to be dredged, an~ loca~ion 
·· · l · o.f ~sposaJ. area. The followin_g table summa.riz~s the ·cost: 
. i: i . . . . \, . · .. ', ·, '·., ... 
::: ·t+· -l ·· ..•. 
i ·. :· ' ·,.,.;·. •' i 
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Table C-2. ESTD'.ATED COST OF IMPROVEMENT 
. CHANNELS 
Dredging chan~el by hydraulic method 
a.· Quantity to be dredged ~ . ~· .. . 
. : . b. Out}?ut of plant and time allowed 
tor compl~tion of work: ·~ 
~; • . ,J' 
(1) Amount dredged per day 
(2) Effective time per month 
(3) · Time allowed to complete work 
c. Estimated cost: 
.. 
(1) Total cost of plant (16" dredge) 
(2) Laying and removal of 6,400 L.F. 
. of shore and submerged pipeline. 
(3) Mobilization and demobilization 
of dredge, attendant plant, and 
equipment. · 
(4) Total estimated contract cost · 
(5) Contingencies, 15% 
(6) Engineering and design 
(a) Surveying & mapping 
(b) Design and cost estiJnate·s 
. ( c) Subsurface :rnvestigations . 
· (7) supervision and administration 
(a) Inspection and supervision 
(b) Surveys and layouts 
... . -·· · (c) District overhead 
Sub-Tota1 
d~ Aids to navigation by Coast Guard 
e. Construction of retaining levees 
t. Construction of spillway 
g. Oyster releases 













(a) Rounded to $140,000.in table 2 of main report • 
(b) Does not include cost of preauthorization studies-. 
c-4 
175, 000_: cu.: . y_ds • 
· 8,000 cu. yds. 
25 .days . 
· · . · 2!'/ days 
' ... ..... ~-- . ---
$109,100 
· -~6,.400.: 
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· 10 . . MAINTENANCE 
The estimate of' annua1 cost of maintenance is based ·on current 
·: price: levels and ~n accomplishing the work with a. 16-inch hydraulic. 
. pipeline dredge on an average of once every four years t~roug!lout 
the· 50-year li:f'e of t~e project. Tlie est~te of' cost is further 
. '" . ·... . .. 
based .. on an estimated annual. rate of shoaling of one-half foot through-
out the project. However, it is anticipated that the. rate of shoaling .---·-·-
will be more rapid in some sections of the channel than others. It 
is. proposed to compensate for this by overdepth and .overwidth dredging ·· 
as required to minimize the frequency of' dredging. The estimated cost 
ot·annua.l maintenance of' the project is as follows: 
Table C-3. ESTIMATED COST .OF ANNUAL VJATh":r.ENAl"'TCE 
FEDERAL COST 
Maintenance: 
Removal of minor shoals in channel 
5,000 cu. yds. at $2.10 
\ . 
I 




. :._ ..... •: ... Annual condition survey 
Maintenance of aids to navigation 
· . $10, 500· ~--- ··- _ . 
2,000 
(U. s. Coast Guard) · 
FEDERAL MAINTENANCE COST 
. NON-FEDERAL COST 
Maintenance of levees and spillway. 
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ll. PROJECT ANNUAL CHARGES 
The following swnmar~zes the ay~rage annual charges ~~tribhtable 
. . ;to ~he navigation project. 
Table c-4. TOTAL ANNUAL CHARGES 
.... . ~ 
Item 
First Cost (investment)= $149,700 
Interest·@ 4-5/8% 
.Amortization (50 years) 








ALTERNATE TO MAINTAINING TASKINAS ~-.BY DREDGilTG· ONLY · 
I . 
. •'. -~. 
. . 
12. Since there are no nearby comparable navigation projects on the 
York River in the vicinity of Taskinas Creek, it is difficu1t to esti-
mate the annu~ shoaling rate that may be expected· to take place with . 
reasonable accuracy. In.the absence of s~ch a project, the shoaling 
rate experienced in the channel across the bar at the mouth of 
Aberdeen Creek has been used as an index to the rate which might be 
expected to occur in the entrance channel to Taskinas Creek. Aberdeen 
Creek lies on the opposite side of the river and approximately 8.5 
miles downstream. of Taskinas Creek~ .The project depth of Aberdeen 
Creek is the same as that proposed for Taskinas Creek, i.e., 6 feet • 
c-6 
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~e-- entrance channel into Ab~rdeen Creek is 2,600 ·feet long and that 
at ~askinas Creek would be 4,000 feet long. The shoaling rate at ·, · 
Aberdeen Creek is about o·. 5 foot per year., and this rate -·has · been :. · . ' . ' : •' ' ~- -
assumed for the channel leading into Taskinas Creek. 
!.• 
,:, . ·;· . . . 
13. Because of the uncertain:ties associated with estimating the 
~ua1 rate of fill which might b_e expected to occur in Taskinas 
. . . 
Creek, consideration was g;i.ven to the construc~ion of a treated sheet-· 
pile timber jetty on the upstream side of the entrance channel to 
. minimize shoaJ.ing in the channel. Hand probings along the proposed·. · 
alignment of the jetty to a depth of 35 feet did not indicate firm 
subsurf~ce conditions. Because of this unstable condition., the piles 
and -sheeting in the jetty wou1d ~a.ve to be longer than those normally 
used :i.n structures of this nature. Such a jetty would have to extend·· 
from the high water line -on shore to the 6--foot depth contour in the 
York River, a distance of 4,000 feet. The top of the jetty would be 
at 4 feet·above mean iow ,-,ater to provide for visibility during a11 
stages of the tide under normal conditions. Standard aids to navi-
. gation wou1d be installed on the jetty to mark it. 
14. An inspection of a number of tributary streams and downstream 
structures indicates that there is very litt~e upstream movement of 
ma.teria1 due to littoral forces or·tida1 currents. In practical1y 
al1 instances observed, th~ littoral. material moves in a downstream 
. .... _ .. 
--
C-7 
· :clir~ction. This .also holds ·true for· stispended and bed-load.materiai.~\.·.~::·" 
· ;~~ ll7 .1-i!ie.l . currents: Accordingly, it . was. ;oncluded · tbat · a ;jet~/),;);(' 
. )_: \. . . . . ·:· .. . .· . . ,. . . . . ' .... ·; . . :·· . .·.· ,·. -~ .. ::~·::i){~·lh\ff~·{/ 
. .... ,r~d not . be . require·d on the downstream side of Taskin~s. Cre¢k; .. :: .': :.?>~}f[i :,::::. 
/. ,:\·\~· .· .. . . :··: .. :>:··'.·'·)}?::./\tf:: 
-1,. Pr~nary estimates ind~cate ;°i;hat the ~jetty would ha-ie .a~rt_>\\<//' 
:.: ?:: : . : ~. . -~. . . ~ ' . . 
· ·. initial. ·cost of approximately · $6.oo, 000. Int~resi;~ and amt?rtiz~tic>n .~ '· 
< . ;_ :::. ;~ ::. ~· 1: . ~ . . . : . 
~·< ~:-~ ,~·· '1 ~ .. ~ ~ . ·,~.> 
' ~-i -.~--~~· ~ ,. ' ;• '• 
. ~- f'' ._:.~·-; t. . ./ .~~-
;; .· ... :i . ·or.the cost and replacement and maintenance ot -the .jetty·wo~d- ·. 
' • • ' - • '• ·' : ' ·,. I ' . fi .. ,1 ' '· . '1.' 
. '.i ' \ • •C,.. I,• I ·• .. approximate $39 ,ooo annually. .1'bis inc1udes i~s· ~eplacemen~ in\ 
! . ' ,! t ..• 
·.:, l 
·!! I 
30 y~ars. Some nominal channel maintenance wou1d be require4,. ·: 
0 • {"' ~ ' r • u .. i .. 
li'. I· .. , • jetty on the upstream. side of the proposed channel and cha~el main.: . , 
. !t: :J . : , .• ·::::e:~:s:~:~ o:~;oa:::::::rc::::~::h~:i\ .. 
possibly. of the order ot $1,000 annually. Therefore, the .4,000 fQot· ~. 
t·· ;I·. . . . . • . . . .c·· 
·. J; .. - ': channe1 without a jetty. A 4 compa.rison ot: the ·es~imated annua.1\ !. 
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, 1.; 
charges for the considered jetty on the upstream side·of Taskinas· 
Creek and the estimated annua1 cost of maintaining the channel· by 
dredging. alone, indicates that the shoaling rate in the cliannetwould .· 
. ~ ....... -- . .._.:.~ ' . 
have to exceed 18 inches· over its entire widt~ and length befo;i.e' a. '. -; · ::_ · 
·. .• .. ,.·· 
~etty would be less expensive. ::··::_\·/.-.'·:. 
16. · Because·of the uncertainties associated·Wi.th estimating the 
: . •,·· 
annual rate of f'ie1d which might occur, a plan requiring the con-/ 
struction of a timber jetty on the upstream side of the entrance·has. . 
be~n formulated. This· jetty is pro~ded in the event· that .eJq>erience_ . . ,· :> 
..... 
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shows that the average annuaJ. cost of maintenance dredging without 
the jetty, exceeds the annual charges 1or the project with the jetty. 
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l~r. Lloyd U. Gcbha:-d 
Rc:io11cl D ircc. tor · · 
Fcdcr.:il lfatar l?olluticn Control: Ad1:1in~~_pration 
Middle i\tl~ntic Rc~!on ,. 
91S;~ct Street 
-~~rlottcsvil.la. Virgini.l 22901 
.... 
Dear 1·,r. Gebl1ard: 
' . .. 
·'. ··-
'.,··_: 
'". ,·: .. 
This office is c~g~gcd'in ~ study to dBtcr:nine t~~ fcssi~ility cf 
co~~tnictin~ ~ nsvig~tic~ chan~c~ i~to Taskinas Creek, ~n ect~c.y of 
York Rive:-, locatctl in .!ci:1cs City County, Vi.73iniil.. Thiz study· iG 
· baing undcrt~.l~cn under provision of Section ·107 of the r"1v.:a-r ~nd 
Harbor Act of 14 July 1960. 
The report ·will conoidcr a ch~nncl 6 f ce: dca,1, ~~d SO f cc~ ~1i.de ~-:c,=i 
the 6-foot contour in Y.ork River into the r.iouth o:: Tac!d::.;.=:.s C:-~e!,, ~ 
distnncc of about 5,300 feet. The c!'i:inncl ·will bo d:::-ed~cc to ~ ce~t 
of 6 feet with the drcdzed -n:.::.tc::i~l being deposited i;-. t:ha dizpccal 
area ~ho't-."n on the incloscd ..:.::p. A short dike u11.cl spillw:!.y r:..::.y ~.:: 
necessary to utilize the r..:i~shl~nd bcin2 considered fo= the dis~cs~l 
c::ea. Constructic:i of the ch.:mrlcl, if rccc~:mencccl, "to:ould ::equ:i::c ~b 
one mon~h. The.matc::i~l to bo dredged is GA1)CC~cd to be vcr-J soft 
o::ganic silt and pe~t toils. App~oxi~aa.:ely 135,0CO c~~ic y~=ts oft 
~tc::-inl "'-rill be d~cdzcd init:fa.lly. The cs1.:ilnc.tccl ~int:~=:1c~ of -::~1 
project would ~cqufrc the rc~ovcl of·an ~vcra.gc of 5,000 cu~ic y~rt~ 
annually and it would be dredged Qt ~pproximat~ly 4-ye.a:: i~terv~ls. 
The pro:)oscd ~h..-lnncl ,;-rill scrvc~.us a. W.:l.tc~way access to a lc:r3c ~=i 
wbich is bc:!.ng pla:1.r..ad as an i;itcg=~l part of T~s!~ir.c.s Ste.ta I'=.::!; ~c 
under considcr;:lt:ion by the St.:.tc o~ Vi::zinia. The p:::;:lt will i-:lcor,c 
~ :l.7Cc. of influence comprised of the cities of !licl".i:1oi1d • Nc,;,ipc~: :,~ 
ar,d !ic:m:pto:l. It al$o includes t!-:.a cou1.itios of Mew l(ent, c:1..1.::lcs C:!..: 
~nd l<ir.i l·lilli~. Thia zone, whicll. l°'.3S t..n :irc:i of l,962 squ~::c ~:.le 
shows zood econo~u.c potcnti~l a~d iG O."'tpccted ~o grou v~.y r~picly 
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~~. Lloyd w. Ce;b!1:.rd 
Justific~tion of the p:ojcct will be b~~cd entirely o~ rccrccticnnl 
bll~tin;:. Prolimn:a.:-y c~ti.'f~tcc 'inciic~tc tho project. to bo. ceo.~~~.-:i,ca.lll 
f~asible .. 
, .. 
·you:- con:::icnt:s n:-e desired on the affect, .if ·any, ti,~ p::-opo.:;e:d p~ojcc't 
t.,-ould. 1"..:.vc · 01.1 . ~hQ wa t.er q~-il:L ty 0£. the in~:nd an4 co~s t~l W.l ters. 
:.,, y ery sincerely yours> · 
·;.· 
C. J. ROBIM 
Chief 1 ~ein_~ering ·P.ivisiQ .. 1 ·:· 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ·1NTERl·OR 
FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ADMINISTRATION. -
Vd.ddle Atlantic Region 
918 E~~et Street 
. ~ha!lotte~ville, Virginia 22901 
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'•I•,,: 1 ; 
Mr. C. J. Robin 
Chief', Engineering Division 
,•. ... 
U. S. · Arrey- Engineer Distric~, Norf'olk. 
Fort.Norfolk, 8o3 Front Street 
Norfolk, Virginia 23510 ·· 
. .. ·.:: . 
Dear Mr. Robin: 
·: ... :_ · .. 
' ..... 
..:· •• l• ... 
: -;\ ;-. ~ . 
• •• ii_, 
··: ,' 
.. ·.--.. -,· .. ·: 
... ~ 
In response to your letter of August l, 1968, we have reviewed plans for 
the proposed navigation char.nel into Taskinas Creek, James City Co~~ty, 
Virginia. Information contained in that letter indicates that the p=o-
posed plan of-development will consist of a channel six feet deep e~d 
eighty feet·wide from the six foot contour in the York River into the 
Iuouth of Taskinas Creek, a distanc.e of about one mile. It is esti.I:lated. 
that channel maintenance will be required at approximately 4-y~e: inter-
vals •. Spoil material, consisting primarily of organic silt and peat ~ill 
be 'deposited in a diked marsh area- located downstream from the_proposed 
channel. 
Through coordination with interested State and Federal agencies, we have 
learned that there are leased oyster gro\L~ds in the general v~cinity of 
the channel which will"be taken out of production either by physical de-
struction of the beds or by sedicentation, resulting from initial project 
dredging. !tis our u..~derstanding that restitution will be made for ~=oj 
incurred losses to oyster grounds. However, to reduce dar...ages· to oyster 
resources, it is reco~irn.ended that (1) dredging be conducted in a r..a.n.~er 
which will minimize turbidities in the channel area, and (2) precautions 
be taken to assure containment or spoil in the diked marsh area. 
\ 
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DEPARTMENT: OF THE INTERIOR 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
BUREAU OF SPORT FISHERl:::S AND WlLD1..IFE 
PEACHTRC:£.S£VENTH OUILOING 
·ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30323 -.· .. ~. :··: .,·, .. . ' 
Mr. YJ.lton '?. Hickman 
Cor.1,ilissioner, Virginia 
Marine Resources. 
P.O. Box 756 
Xewport News, Virginia 
Dear¥~. Hickman: 
· .... .. • .. ... 
Sep~er. _·3~ 1968: 
.. ·- •.;,; .·• . . •_; . . .. ~-. . . ... 
• . ·• "•!. 
. ~: ' . •. : .. ·...• . . ,:. . .. ... . . . 
i •· ·:< :.~~.· . :~: \ ..... :·:'. ·.• ....• . . ; .; .. . .. : . ii 
Commi'ssion. on · : · :: .:·. ·~ · ~= · ·. 
. . . 
• • ;- !,· 
: _ ... · ... . ~. 
.. 
· J::. .. .. ' . 
. _·-:-... . ... '~ ~. ·. •' . .. 
. . ..•. 
.. 
I 
' . ~ 
··-.· .. 
We are enclosing for your revieW' and comment a copy of our proposed report 
on Taskinas Creek project, James City County, Virginia. Your letter of 
comment or concurrence will be attached_to our fina1 r~port. · 
In order to meet our scheduled release date, we wou1d appreciate receiVing 
your rep~ by September 17,· 1968. However, if your reviev will require 
. ~tional. time, pieae~ :~d~~~~- . :, . · ·~ · .;/ ·· .. :··· .:_.'.. . \\;> 
. '• .•. '. • . • '•·. ' '",.'•:..:: •' · .. · ··Sincerely yours, .. ~:: · .. '. t ~· 
. 
,• 
. .. . . . . ·. ·• . ~ ·:· ....•. ' . . . 
:· . ..... ···~·· .. :.{: ·-~ . .-·::<· ... > :: : < \ :. ;:;_'.;·._: ·. -~ . 
.:::\:'.i:.::}Ut}-::,.\::.:c~~---t~e-~ ·.: :·· .-·.:: .. 
Enclosure 
·· .. ,. .:· .. · · .· ....... ,· ·· :· . . ; Ernest c. }-i.1.artiin .. . 
• i• • •' ••, • • -~· •~ • • • I I • • ' 
": 
·· :'"··\ :::-~: ...... J.' =·:::.:~~,:-,\< .... : ·; .. ·:Ass.istant RegionaJ. Director · · : <. .(·>} ::::·iY:'./ :;-. .. _; // \\/}'. .._...-:: ;\ :· .: ··. .'.:; -. ·. :: ; . -~. ' =: ·.-·. ·. ' ,;_ .. 
i. . . . . .. 
. . ~ . . . ;' .. • . . = ~ ~./ .•: . . ~ : .. ,,: . ·:: ~: ·. : .. . . \: .. i">·:':•. : ... : 
.. 
J. . , • . 
.. . ; · .. ~:;·.··:<·.f.-<" 
. ' .. 
.. . . . ... 
. . ' . ·. :·· ~:.·: ·.: 
. . . •, : ·• •, . ' 
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f: .. : ~ UNiTED STATES \ ... .. ,:- . •. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
BUREAU OF SPORT FISHERIES ANO WILDUFE: 
PEACHTREE•SEVENTI-4 BUILDING 
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·u.s .. PJ:my, Corps of Engineers 
Norfolk, Virginia. · 
,t,• 
·~. ·•· .. ~ ·/, -
; ~:_ ~ 
Dear Sir: 
. In response to your letter of August 1, 1968, the Bureau of Sport Fisheries 
and Wi1dlife, in cooperation with the Virginia Marine Resources Commission, 
the Virginia Institute of Marine Science, end the Virginia Commission of 
Game end Inland Fish, has reviewed proposed plans for-the Taskinas Creek 
project, James ·city County, Virginia, to determine pr~ject effects on fish 
and wild.life resources. Authority for your study is contained in Section J.07 
of the River and Harbor Act of July 14, 196o. This letter constitutes our 
report on this project _and is prepared.and submitted in accordance with 
the Fish and WildJ.ife Coordination Act (48 Stat •. 4ol, _as amended; 16 u.s.c • 
661 et seq.). . _ · · · . . · 
.. The proposed project consists of an 8o by 6 foot channe1 ~bout l mile long 
which vill serve a marina being planned as an integraJ. part of Taskinas 
state Park, now under consideration by the State of Virginia. Approximately 
J.35 ,ooo c1.lbic y?,rds of spoil will be dre.dged ini tiall.y and placed on a diked 
spoil area which lies on a smal1 D;lSXSh about 4,500 feet south of the· channel 
alignment. Maintenance of· the project 'Will require the rem.ova1 of an 
estimated 20,000 cubic yards of spoil about every 4 rears. 
There are significant shellfish grounds located in the shallov water areas 
of the York River at the mouth of Tasld.nas Creek and in adjacent areas • 
Therefore, damages to this resource are inherent in any channel passing 
from Taskinas Creek to the York River • .About 10 acres of ieased oyster 
grounds will be destroyed as a result of proposed channel dredging, while 
~ssociated siltation and ~urbidity will cause additional damage to oyster 
resources. 
Al.though losses caused by channel. co~struction are not expected to be 
significant in tenns of total oyster resources o~ the area, such losses 
would have a significant effect on the operators of these grounds. In 
view of the commerciaJ. fishing interests involved, the appropriate lease 
hol.ders shoul.d be contacted and their views . in this matter solicited. We 
feel that appropriate compensation to affected lease holders should be' 





' '·,. : . . . 
As planning for this project progresses, the Virginia Marine Resources 
1' . 
. i ' \ 
! ' 
, Conunission, the Virginia. Department of -Health, and the Federal Wo.te'r 
Po1lution Control Administration should be kept advised of latest project 
data. Care must also be taken to insure·that spoil material is contained 
I _. \ . I ., 
' \ 
.Vithin the boundaries of the di~posaJ. area so as not to damage nearby 
QYster are~s. Other fish and wildlife resources in the project are~ are 
low to moderate in va1ue, and significant dmnages to these resources are 
not expected to result from proposed project works. 
This report.has been reviewed and concurred.in by the Bureau of Conunercial 
Fisheries, Virginia Commission of Game and Inland Fish, and Virginia 
Marine Resources Commi-ssion. Copies of letters from Messrs. Hoffman and 
lliclanan are attached. We.invite your particular attention·to.Mr. Hickman's 
comments. 
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on project plan~ and ask that 
_you notify us of any project changes so that we can provide you with 
additional. comments if necessar.,. 
;: . 
: . . .;. 
l .. r-
: ' f . 
; . l. 
Sincerely yours, 
: '· ,·, 
I 
· .. j I /. ·. . · · 
C;·Edward Carlson 
Regional. Director 
• • . t 
i '~,. ~ . 
··t· .. · 
j J . f. Attac~nts ~---__,_;----->.;->-· ·, . :. . .. ·'\ ' .. ...... . -~ '·. : .. :• . ._ ... \ ;' .............. ' . . . ..: . . 
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A. Reo Ellis, Chairman 
l Box .. S4. Waynesboro ~2980 
;,. C. Aaron . 
· 1231 Sam Lion Trail, Meninsvillo 24112 
· Homer G. 8auserman, Jr, 
, 1408 So. Randolph St., Arlington 22204 
Richard F. Beirne. 111 
. P.O. Box 271. Covington 24426 . . · . 
Custis L. Colaman. M.O. . COMMISSION Of' GAME AND INLAND FISHERIES 
616 M«1ical Arcs Bldg., Richmond 2321_9 101 IU2 · . . 
Edword E. Ed99r R . 
1433 Huntington Crescent, Norfolk 23509 &CNMOND. 11111 
Ralph G. Gunter. Abingdon 24210 
M. Gordner Smith -9. t.• : 10219 Warwick Blvd., Newpon News 2360 G. Richard Thomp,on, Marshall 2211.6 
&..Floyd Veta. Powhatan 23139 i . . ' . . j _ • ' 11September ~3 ,.- · 1968_ 
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Mr. Ernest C. Martin 
Assistant Regional Director 
I 
i· 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 
Peachtree-Seventh Building 
Atlanta, Georgia 30323 
Dear Mr. Martin: 
C•an• ,. •••'-"· ,11cmY1 a1 
Sift• aon• IICOU ITHI 
101,ua ............. 
·· .. \···.: ·: 
··, .. : ' ·.:.\: . 
• t '•·: 





We have reviewed your proposed report to the U.S. Army, Corps 
·er Engineers· concerning the Taskinas Creek Project; James C~ty 
1 . I 
t : I 
I : 1 
1! I 
:e I 
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Jack M. Hoffman · 
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. L .. T N T,.,NICKMAN, ............ .. AHOCIATI: MEMIII 
DOUQ&.Aa Y, DAAL 
IIICNWOND1 Vt••tNI 
CA,.AOl.1. o. c1.01 
aAY81D&0 va••INI 
' -1· \ ~AlltTc•. v111•1NIA 
J, WII.L.IAM RYL.ANO 
j ~AW lN,OHCMCNT CNIIP 
!' tHARLEa II, BAONl:L.L 
1-i·::=,.":.:;t::;::: ==~· ... . ·; ;r· .. ······ ~ARINE RESOURCES COMMISSION P. (), BOX 7~6 . 
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NEWPORT NEWII, VIAGl,!A aH07 , .. ·~· .. · aur,01.a. _vi••~••· 
September 6• 1968 .. t 
. ' ' 
. . -·:··-··-. \. •... ; ' . 
. ; --~, ... _~·-~~-' 
Mr. Ernest c. Martin 
Assistant Regional Director 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 
Peachtree-Seventh Building 
Atlanta, .Georgia 30323 
Dear Mr. Martin: 
·; \'. 
I 
.. \ ., ! 
I .• 
. 1 '· 
\ 
i 
We have reviewed your comments on the proposed report on 
.Taskinas Creek project, James City Coun~y, Virginia. 
We concur in your report and w.is~ to emphasize aga:in the 
potential damage to certain oyster ground in the area and 
the potential damage to oyster grounds in the adjoining 
areas. We deem it wise for the Virginia Institute of· 
.. Marfne Science to approve the proposed dredging operations 
and the lo~ation of spoil areas. ' 
We are very much concerned about the potential pollution 
which may result from the construc;ion of the marina. We 
urge that the construction of the marina and its facilities 
be approved by the Department of Health and the State·Water 
Control Board. · ' : 
~,~~ 
~ ~lton T. Hickman 
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'" Altl'I.Y. fl&P'l:fl TO 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
NORP'OLK DISTRlCT. CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
l'ORT NORFOLK, 803 FRONT STREET 
NORP'O&..K. VIRGIN.IA 23:JIO 
llAOEN-R.· 12 _Feb.~ry: 1969 .. 
. : ' . . .. ~. ,: :. ,. ' 
Dr. W. J.· Hargis, Jr. 
Virginia Institute of Marine Science 
G~uce~ter_Point, Virginia -23o62 .· 
·Dear Dr. Hargis:. 
l.• \ ~ . ' 
:: ,. 
'•.:· ··,· 
; _: .. :':.··'. 
l ,. 
· ... . :·. 
- . 
,, ·· .... 
. ·· . . - .. 
Inclosed is a copy of°·my letter of 8 November 1968 regarding the 
feasibility of constructing a nav~gation channel into Taskinas 
Creek to a large marina which is being planned as an integral part 
of a State Park by the State of Virginia. Since we are ·rapidly · 
approaching· completion o-£ our report·, an early reply would be· 
_-greatly appreciated. 
Very ~incerely_ yc;,\U'~, . ,'' ·1 ·. 
' I • ~ ' 
.... ,.• 
'• · ... .·-:: ,·: ' .·- ·, 
1 Incl 





C •. J. ROBm 
Chief, Engineering Divtsion 
. . . . 
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\i ·1 : , r .-. VIRGINIA JNSTl11J-ra OF MARINE- SCIENCE 
•;!·. • :. : I.·;./,:.:· ; : i ~ .. :! 
GLOUCE8TliR POINT, VIRGINIA zaoea 
; ., . ·q )· .. ·. __ ·.- •, . ·! 
• •• : 4 
- ·:, 
·Lt : : 
l. l l i .. . 
''iJ' . ! : .. Mr, C. J, Robin, Chief 
·-:: Engineering Division 
.-~ · · Norfolk District, Corps 
. Fort Norfolk, 803 Front 
· : Norfolk, Virginia 23510 
, Dear Mr. Robin: 
~ ., ' 
._ :.: t• 
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... ·/ .· 
. : . 
. . .. . ' 
• ,-·r •• ·• 
• ~4 • .. 
We have reviewed the.proposed Taskinas·creek channel project in 
. -· .•.. . .. 
i~r ~i 
~;·~· f I .· .. , ., 
} ;,: , . 
•:. i . 
. detail and have discussed the modification$ to the immedia~e environme 
· that would result if the project were initiated with staff members fro: 
other state agencies at an inter-agency meeting in Richmond. We.concu 
with·the statement transmitted to the District by letter of November 4 
1968, by the Bureau of Sport· Fisheries and Wildlife, U.S.F. & w.s. 
. • -~----..; -·· . . .. 
,:·- ~ · · In addition, we suggest that the District consider definitely r~·:1···· , incorporating a dike and spillway at the mouth o.f the disposal area r,· . i . : .- to minimize the loss of fine particles from the site.. Some_ adverse 
;;.:.· l = J~· effects on existing ehellfish resources may be anticipated adjacent tc f -l~ : f. ,i..! the mouth of the small marsh. ; · i : '. · .. \ 
f=::'j I ·; ... t;~ ti · Please do not hesitate to contact u_s if·we_.can supply informatior 
~- .1• 1 1 pertinent to the proposed project. · · · . 
. } I· I. ,. •• 
o1.:· I ! . : . · ; · . . ; · ::., ·. i- ~· r· · . . • 
:/.= J:. f . . . . ···.· .. , .. ·· -· ·:. .Sincerely yours, . (; .: I : ~ . :_ . . . . : 
~. \, ; . :'. • i 1 • ... . .. . . . . . . . 
• ~~ .~1 ~ I•'• • : • • I '• I •• ' • • • I • • 
; ~:ii •• ! l • • ' • :::;; · : ; f · · .: . Morris L •. · Brehmer, Ph.D. 
~~ . .tr; ~ :; = ·_ • : • , . '.: • i A·ssistant Director ; 
:,.~:1! ;; , ... : .:;: _ _:..... , .. :.·=.·.: ;, .·~.:T .;: : l. . .,.. •' ,.ti· . ... I •• 'l ... , ' ..... : ' . . ·i : ....... . :· ....... ··. . ... .-;<;,:. ~·-~;,:_·: .. ~·:;,~-·~ .. ,,.: ::~_ · ... ,. i .,iJ.: :, 
·-.~.(t>\i i .• 1 MLB:br , ... ")(. ::::-.i. <A. :0:.:. _! ; .. r:,··--:· :~:·:} I!. =':.'':-/: ·.t :1,1 : • \ 
, \ • f ' I• o • 
0
; , I ~ }- • : i •·.'' l- .: ': . ; ;• •, I 
.·~: .. :4:f ' , cc: Dr. Hargis j · ·.· : ..:' ... \ .. · (: · !: :• ·· ·· :;: -··=; •· ·:,ii: ~ 
:~_:_j· _ li. ·'.!.· ; ., ;, : .. . ,:-. :(.. ..... . •; .,· .... -~,' .. . :· ~ .. ·• ::u ': 
: k1 l ! i _
1 
i · i · · Ii r · · : .. r·:· . \: i . . r
11 
· ·.::, ~n-> _:. ·. ·. _'. ;1- :·· · .. 
, t)1 : Iii r' .. ; t i ,r .. ·/ ... ; . . ! ; . . :: !. . ... : ::-; :. if; ·. . • -
· 1 ~ • · , ! .. ;,.;· i • • •• ~; \ • , • »~10 . :t -·: .: . i., ··I • 
•. ~',"- . .. I • : :I : . :· . • .. ,·· ! I ,· • • ,: :,I· ' . • : • ~ ~ • • 
,I• • I • " I • If 
.. -:. ~-' 
I 
! 
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:.HAOEN-R .. : ._ ... = 
.. ~ . . :, . . · -, ;., -~·· ' - ,'. ;·· 
.... ,._,. , ~ ~ 
!, .. • • • 
O~f\/\RTMENT OF THE ARMY. 
NOr~r-c,i.'.•; n,·:TrHCT. CORPS Of! ~NGINCrt~~ 
,FOrn ••r>flF~Lt<. 00.:\ FHONT .GTR£ET · 
,.r,rtf:'OLIC. VtRGll'llA 23~10 
. ·:.sEE LIST ~oF .. ADDRESSEF.S . .. . ',. . '• ....... 
. : .' ~- .~ ' 
Gentlemen·: 
. [:1 IN.!:O. OfIICER 
.. As you kno~-:. 1·hP. Natio·nal F.riviron:icntal Policy lict of 1969 
... ..• . ,• ... ~' .. 
.. require::-: t';::: preparation of. "5-point" statementf; for all public 
·works projcc:ts having a potential significzint in:pact upon man's· 
' environ;!,f.m'.. and which have been submitted for autlwriza.tion nnd · 
for fu/i.linG• An impor.tnnt aspect of th~. statemonts :i.s the past 
and prn:=:cu t interng.,..~ricy coordination in1 tiated by_ tl,~ ·action 
agency. R~sults of this coordinati~n sho~ld accc:::p,:.:1y submis.sioP:. 
of eac:h 5-point sto.tcr.icnt. 
( 
In.closed for your review is a copy of.the statement for Taskinas 
Creek, Virginia arid a location map •. Your COI1I!llents. not .l~ter-. ·than;·· 
· . 15 D<.~ccmbcr J 970 woulcl .b~ appreciated. ... . .... ,. 
.. -· ~· 
2 Incl 
l. 5-lloin!" Environmcn~al , .. 
Statcmr.nt, ~:i.sld.nas Creek, 
Va., .2 Jul 70 
2. ·Map, T:iGJci.no!1 Creek, Va., 
Sincerely. your:., -: . 
._ ·/ .... 
. @. t'·'y .. If> /, : ~ 
t /.1 .. ~,f'! '.-:I I I .I. •-(:,•, . .., .. '-",.... 
. I 
C. J. ROBIN 
Chief,_Encinccring Division 
' ·~ 
31 Jul 68 
a_/\.-.A,c. .: . ~~ . 
·~-~ P~---
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.. 
·Mr. Roy K. Wood · 
Regional Plrcc~or 
Bureau c,f Outdoor Re.ere.. lU on 
. . . 810 1-~<·w i-:nJ. ton, Huil d-int~ 
· :· · Atlant tt, Gcorgin 30303 
Mr. C. Rdwn-rcl Carlson 
Regic.•n:1 l n.b~cctor 9. 
U. S. Fi~4:1; ."\ncl l·Jildlifc. ~~~rvice ;· 
Bureau· of ~po-rt Fi5h~ric·s artd Wildlife· 
Pencl1 tree-::-. ovcnt.h Buil <ling 
Atlanta, G<·orr.i.n 30323 
Cy fun, ·r,}:<~d: 
?fr. 1 :h.:i-n rd Brc1dlcy 
RnrP.:!n of Sport Fisheries 
F, Wf lcllife 
2.101; :u llnho1~ough Street 
. Ralc: i 1)1, tforth Carolina 27606 
Mr. Lc•onmi.l Volz 
· :Regioun l . l)i. n~ctor 
_- Rcgio.n One 
Nationnl Pnrk Service· 
P. O. !',1:-: 10008 
Rich··:.,· : .. 1, Virgin.in 23f40 
Rcgi r·!:~,1 n.il~c·ctor 
Fcdcr,.11 t-:nt.cr Quality Adminis trat·ion 
91$ .i·~ :!H'' Street 
Chnrlott<·!willc, Vi.rgi.nia 22901 
Mr.· J.M. A1 rxandcr . . ., .. 
·Comm i r.~~ i r,ri C'., 
Divjsi on nf ~·:ator I?csourc('5 
Dcpnrl.r•;c.•i1t. of Consc,rva t ion. c::nd 
Et·onm;, i c; Devel opmcnt: 
91] E:1st nrnacl ~t:n ... ~.1 
Ri<;hi.!,,:1d, Virg·;~t:i:. ?.32J9 
Mr. Rohcr.t i. l'C'n,l.t~ 
President 
' ·~--
Conr.crvat. ~ , .. n Cf•1~ne il of ~i rginin, Inc. 
/1221 W~s t " ... Itn:1d 
Fnirfnx, V5r~in1a 22010· 
,. 
' . ..,,.~ 
v~~l.hert Co~ 
Director • 
Vir.gini,\ Cnmmissic:1 of. Outdn~r 
Recr~nt:i.nt\ 
9th Street Office t-ui1ding· 
9th a·H! Gr.1c·c Streets · 
Rich•11f ·1·c1, Vir.ginia _ ·23219 
M~. A.·n. Pacssler 
Executiv, Secretary 
~tatf' tlntcr Contri>1 Bon-rd 
P. O. Sox ll 1113 
Richm,,nd, Virginia . ·23230 
Mr. Chester .F. Phelps 
El:~cut:f.v~ D.i rector 
Conuni.ssicm of G;:ime ancJ Inland 
P. O. nm. 11104 
Richmond, \7ircinia. 23.?.30 · . 
Dr.· W. J .• Hargis 
Director 
Virg:i nia Institute. of Marin~ .f 
Gloucc?f->t,· ?·. Point, "irginia >·2: 
Mr. r,,n., 1 cf.! .S. I.orcntzson 
U. S. nc·r;1rtmcnt of th·c Inter: 
·404 Finm,rial Scrd.~cs :&uilcll1 
148 Coin Str.~et, N. 1:. 
- Atlantn, Georgia ~0303 
Mr. Ger a) .1 P. HcCarthy 
Ex~cutiv~ Director 
Guvc·rr,N·' ~ F.-n-;ironmC':1.tal Coun 
8th ~tr<'d Otfice P.l.:il,Hn~ 
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.... •I.: '9, ' 
. •. ·• 
·.' .. .· .._.,. ·:!nNAS CRF.F.K .. - ---
.... ' 
.•:. ... · ~' 
:.1. ~i~.~~.£!:~J.?..t~;!..!~~'-·. '!'he t>t·opo~~d project is dc~5r.ncd to' fn,prov~:.,. 
llRVif,·t\tJnn ln l'n:;k:in~rn Cr•·t'~C and j.n loccltcq. near the ~,outh of tl)r. · ·. ,; •-'): ·.:· 
... ~ . 
crc.r.k whi'ch ftnwn into tiv' 'tork River about 20 r-i~ rs upst;rcam from 
: the r:f.V('.r 's confluence wi·.h Chcnapeak~: Bay. /J.'lu· nv1.jor \-T:ttcr r(\~0•.~rre: · .. 
:., 
. . '" . . ,~· . . . 
pi:oblr._~ ·nt thin si~e fr; the lack of an :idcqtutte· ~av5 iJ:t tion. ~h~ir,.t-i:,~1-·.. · · · · 
- · for recr~nt · onllt craft desiring to use the watcn·ay. ·-:· _· ... 
. • 
2. F.nvi_:-61 .. · .. ~l··~,tal Sctti1113 Witl1out the Proj Pct. · j'askinas ·Crank. lies 
complr.t.ely :in James C:tty C0.unty, Virginin~ an,t hna itr. sou,rcr. ncnr 
the rim·, 11. t·own of Croakc1·. 'Ihc creek flows· in a nn1·th~astcrly 
dircct5 nn to thr. York Riv,~r, a distance cf nbout th·~~ m:fl.C!s. Thn 
existinz tPrrnfn adj ncc~t to the creek i 5 hil 1y tmc1 densely f or~~~tccl. 
Federal and State inter.cs ts have not pl:iccd any d 1~1df icant cnv:i.'rcm-· 
... mental v'1htc on the mnrine J:ifc found in or i~1c,H:1~ cly ncljac~nt to th~ 
creek. ~rhc clnpt.h of water nt the mouth of the cn·r+ ·is only ·obot1t·_onc 
_"foot. Th~. ar{':\ !;~1 cctc.rl for spoil d:isposnl .is n ;-1;1r~l~:' ZOllC approxi-
Dlatcl.y 'l., 000 fN!t cast (de'.'wn~-trcn:~1) of the :!loutli oi T:,~kinn.s C1:eck~. 
3. J1up:1ct_.Stnt:~mcnt. , '111c fol low.ing infe'.'rm~tion :i.: !'urnishC'd l.n rcr-;pons~ 
·· to Section JO?. (2) (C) of the Nnti~nal F.n·.'i.r<;nuientnl ro1icy Act. of .1969 •. , .. 
. . 
a. Identify "the ~nv:irNii:11"lnu,1 ,jri,p=tct~: of .t·h<" _l)!"<'.PO~ccl ;ic-;t1011." · 
I 
Tho projN·t \·!OnJcl cml':li.l clrcd_ging h.n cnt r:~.nce c:,:n:n"l thrcmr.h t:· .. n r.t.."lrsh-
lancl :"tt the r.i'luth etf
0
Tnr:1~.ina~ Creek, 80 frwt \d.d,• :mcl (; fcc~t <lN'P•. -It· 
would' ~xtr.ncl tc, t:1t~ i>-fnc,t clcr!·.h conto•n: j,l th(! ':\jrk l:i.v~r, .a d[stanc.c-· 
of al,out !'>, 300 f <•c-t. • 
• 
Thl .. h:1:;i.c C'nvj.1·t·m;i~1~nt.,1 :frnpnct ~: :1:::~o,~·ia! :-<1 wj r h thi.n n:wf~:.lt:fnn 










, . . .... . '~ .· ..... . . ,.~ . : ·.,·· . · .·:· ..... \~ ...... 
•. ' .•... ...;·". . . 
.. ·.:·.' · ..... ; ,· -'.. 
·... ... ...... . 
•,• . ,· n,lj.a..·,·nt.na.·c·a c,f •lt,~,~r .. li,r .. · ·,l 11 ... ~ C'Uvln,uuh·ut .in· th<· ,1t1•;, \.lhNt• 
i · ... 
clrt.·\ln1.·d llt:lll'l:J:.11 :I:. l•• lH' ,l,·t1,,:d1t~·t1 •. M,tdnc• C'J:l!t\1\1::m:J Jnh1'hJ.lltl& thl\ ·.· 
' l(n\C ri'cl .. ·ctt~\t. r('\r (1.\w111:,•) ,.;,u:;' flh.' l .l un \\! .1 1 J. la• d1 1 :1 u·uy«:,c1. •.r,;rM.Jity ,·. ,· . 
l"l"t1U] l lun f.J~or11 t'hc tht•llJ: i :1i~ ,•oult.~ l.tclVl1 l':i1•l '/. uff\~Cl t•lht'f.' ll\:tdl1(~ lifg.' .: · .. 
in llw 1 m,nc-cU l.\l~ m·c~n. U·.,w••Vt"I', th<' cn·,··k J :; £• h,m,t c-0:111,~('l.t~l.y 
. . .• . I 
Jnnct··.lor-~~·~rt hy l\ nlll ll:Ht 111 1 111 nr.rumulnlfou t\C.'Ut Hn m•1ut'h •••• tbr. 
. Q . 
cnt1·nt\<.~r. into Ycn.·k Rtvc·•· •. r.,,1\t lunccl ; .. f flH,~1~;~ \>'1rt frul(lrly nt tltn .. 
month nf the! ~'t'''•"k, ulll ll\'>l on1v cl:Jndn;,t:t• J w u·,<' hy wntrr,,,c-n, but 
,d.l l., in Umo, no. chC\1:c t~H' 1•:,.111 l h t·hn t t f d:, l n C>\I 1 nt C\ on<I out ~f . 
tlw ~r,,,..lt ,.,flJ. be lHWJ uu~ily in~t,~dnct nnrt tho qu;·l.t t y <'f wntr,~ wJth.fn 
·,dJl ll.-t,·dor:•tc, A1.1 npp:u·,"'ttt. cl<'c1:<~n:;c of 1u:,rhH~ l:lf~ jn ttu~.cr.N.~t~:',·_, 
· wJ.ll ] H.r•t~ ~ :a~ OCC\\'t' .•. . . :·:·.· ... 
'11,~ l.c,:rn nf m·c11nfo11trl n~rnc,cJnl',1 l1 \J.I th c1mnnd tmrnr:rut:t.1on fr1 
'· · cc-.iud,tt,,,~.1 l'n b~ mhtot· ,..,hen w,.·ith<~ft ~,~:d.unt: lht• Jcn1,i:uvc~t\ rnv.J1~tm111,··u.t11l. · 
.cundit.ln1w 1wuv:lch~t.l hy t:lw d1:tn1~t·l. 'l'h~· dr,~<ll~c·,t·111:1t.cdul ,'11.l.l. 1.1(~ ,·c•u-: 
. tad n<'<l cm Joi·1··ly Jnn 111n nih) nn,\ fn 0\.1ch n 1n:uin,·r t.k, t: noun uf: · Ut ,-,p.l. t~c~., 
"'· -..... '. .. ~· 
I). ldt·•lt :I ry ~~l.~_,y _ _ll~lYtY":<• .... "J~~_t.~:~·.nE~c·.~·-~ :•., .. . ,,f} -~·., l !.;_.~:J•.t!;1?. !.'~n.1~_C\t .... Jl!-, -
!!..!..!:'. t_ ,1_, .• ! _!-_h.,,~1_)!~ •.. ..th~ • .t'} !~:-~.1~.c: .. _;Mt•.~'.:"'''-'·'·' t.' 1 .• u W l th 111 u Jc·,· I it•11)lr·r.1n1l ,, t.:l.un • .. 
m,o·.rn, .. 't.<.•ntl,r,i: :tu1rnh1t.J11r. 1hn hnt.l.t•ltl 1n th,· cl,·,•,lgi:1,: ,·on{' w11.1 11 ('. cttJ-
11trc,_y<·<l. 11,\·n. ... :uw<l tuJ'ld,tvl y, hn,1tr,hr nlH•11I hy t1f::t ut1d.nr. th<! lmtl'ain 
f;cclh,u:ur ::, ·<·<1111,1 ,1,,.t.rfan,·ut :•1 ly C!ff<,:'2'. ni·r.il I<· 1dm1_H un :uttt 1\rkt~c•n iu . 
tlm :1,,, .• ,, .. ,1,ut~· v.i.d,,lty •. A r~nm11 t.l'elC'I ,,r ... ~n::-;!if':rll,t ,u.~ir.ctNt fu1• tho 




c. ld(•11t.lfv "~1lt,·1·nat·h···~. It• th•~ 111·01,n-:•••1 :wl tnn.'~ . .. . .. ' .. . . . . ' ............... . 
tn th<!· p1·,,p,.,::,•,l. m"t.frn\. w,1111,1 he~ l~• fr,r,T," ,iu- l1,•i'rnv,·1.w1\f: ,{f. thit1 \!~1tt•1;· 








. ~ ~·. . . ... . • :-·1: ;/;{::·:·.tt 




. .. ~-~ 
. •, .! 
· mimlr and :ire more.? tkm b:lJ ·1:1ccd by the c11vironmc.~11b1l tt::sets provided·: 
b h ]. . . 1 . . . b . f tl " . t" . .,· 
1.· .. . . · y c mmc. const.1.~uct.rc,:1, t it•rc is no. ~sis ·or· . 1e no 1mp1=ovf1ncn _ ... ' 
~!' : , .·· . ~ . • ~ •• 
. ?: '.~ {'.(-.. ;~~~:• 
_: ·~. ;·.·.,~.:::,,_F:))i 
· .. ·-... . ... · ...... . 
' 
' .. '~· 
.-~ ,i, • 
·· d. Discttss :the r~~.!,;_:i~.!1..~!!!P. b~en t~_L_Fh~t~term uses of -i···t.' 
: mai1·•s· cnv-irontltnn.t nnd t~\t"! ·:l:d.nt~n.:mcc. .. ann enhanc:~1-:cnt of· long-t.£!!!.: · 
......... ~--·-----------·-·· -·• ----· • •:;. - - r 
. prodt!_<:_tiv~:.~;? .. ·" It i::; m1t tcipn!:ed · tha~ const *~ct ion of a channel into· 
. Tasldnns Cr,"?ck and the . d1 :;posal of drc:.dgcd spoil wi 11 Ji~vc no det ri~ .. :. _ . · . . • . .;: .. ~_. 
mental cffo~t. on long-tenn bfoto:;ical. productivity in the creek or ;/; . : 
.:. >f;urromtqinr w:1tcrs. · ,: <·~· .. ·: 
~:- · ... .. ... .. 
. . 
.. . 
.e. J {~e.ntify ~f~>.:.J._!rcvcrsible· or irr~trievab!.E_. cornn1Hment of 
~tn:f·~ yld.ch would be involved· in the p_i~or.cd ~~, .~~c;hould. j~t ).~- : .. · ·· 
. _:_; .. > -. •. '! .... { 
.-:_"' __ ·: ... , 
...... :··" :.. . . '·• ... 
. . _,. . -
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Norfr,J.k Dis::i'ict, Corps of Engineers 
N.orf:olk, V::. 23510 
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TASKINAS CREEK, VIRGnrIA 
3i JULY, 1968 
SCALE IN FEE'!' 










JlF.CRC A T.&i')N . 
Ji',', 
•••cvT1va esc11cTAIH 
A. H. PAlt&81.EII 
P~ O. B_OX_l1143 .;.IUCHHONO, VIRGINIA 23230 - (703) 770•2241 BOARO MEMB£RS 
W. P. GRIFFIN 
HENRY S. HOLLA.NO, 111 
W. H. SINGLETON 
-A09ERT W. SPES_S.ARD 
. :. . .· 
~: .... ~: ·~· j. • '. • ' -
Hr. J. Gary Gardner 
nirector Technical ~rogrruns 
Federal linter i'olluti::>n Control 
Middle A~l;intic Region 
918 Emnet Street 
CharlottesvU le, Virginia . 
Dear Mr~ Gardner: 





· i:. 8LACK9URN ~CORE 
~HAltiM~~· ·:·: : 
. - ._.i:·_ :·< ;:-·~ .. >,.-~·~ 
'j. ,· 
'.- • I.~~· • 
SUBJECT:. TASKIHAS CREEK - YORK· RIVER BAS IN coa~s 01. ENGINEERS 
PROPOSAL FOR CR.~NNEL DREDGING 
On August 28 1 1968, we received from your office an lnfon!lational copy 
of the Corps of-Engineers proposal to dredge a 5300 foot channel from 
the 6 foat contour of the York River into Taskh\as Creek. The channel. 
dredg.ing is proposed in order to facilit:ite the construction of a 
marina in conjunction with the $tate park to be established in the ~rea 
' Subsequent to receipt of the Corps' proposal, we conferred with all 
iatereated State agencies and it was the consen•us that the public 
interest would dlctAte the establishing ·of a State p.!lrk in the area 
and that the Corps' proposal tor dredging waa a necessity even thougb 
shollfieh beda would be loot due to seditlU!ntation resulting front the 
dredging. However, thia activity does not constitute ·1pollution11 as 
defined by the Water Control Law and under the ter:s of the Corps' 
contra~t, ~estltution will h3va to be made for lose of the shellfish 
beds. ·rJe will uka whatever action is neceas11ry "in coopera.tion with 
other State ~gencies to minimi3e.the effect of the return of liquid to 
the River from the apoit disposal ·1rea. 
On the basis of the information diacuased at the conference with other 
State agencies, t~is is to advise you that we have ~o adver•• comr.:enta 
to make regarding the proposed dredging. 
AWH/ecc 
Very truly y911ra, 
Drlittral Slgn~:i b¥ A. w. ~lf,~~·f~ 
A. w. Hadder, Director 
ENPORCEMEN? DIVISION 
~; Mr. Ben H. Bolen - Coamheioaer - o·ivision of Parka 
,i 
...... _ ~ . 'f_:· :,1'.·.: / .; 








ttl' Al 111 
Wl:.Al lH 
.. "NL• 
HE.Cftl:.A r IUN 
----
HENAV S. HOLLAND• IJI 
.. SeP.tember _20, 196a 
'!'• H. SINGL.l:':TON 
"OBERT W. SPESSAFftl 
E. BLACKBURN MOOR_c . . . -~~~·,~~l~t:,.· 
; . •' 
:•. 
,:' . . • .·, \ . 
· Mr.- Lewis King 
Chief of Planning 
Division of Parks 
: Department of Conservation 
Southern States Building 
-7th and Main Streets 
'.Richmond~ Virginia 
and Economic 
: '· . . ' . /rt_!;· .... 
·• \;,.... ·c.•r . . o,.:/J .. 
. . I !)"} 
Development - . . .,_, tJ /,9p 
. .,JP . .u·. 
. . . : ~ 
SUBJECT: . PROPOSED STATE PARK·- TASKINAS CREEK - YORK RIVER BASIN.· 
Dear Mr. King: 
This will confirm. our conference relative to the above subject· 
beginning at 10:00 A. M. on September 27, 1968, at the Water· 
Control Board off ices, 4010 West Broad Street, Richmond, ·virgini~. 
We ate certain that the information y~u provide for discussion 
by the other interested agencies will be of great value. · · 
· Copy of this letter to the agencies listed below will serve as.·. 
their notice of confirmation of the conference.~. 
AJlH/acc 
Very Truly yours, 
4 w. p.;i,.M.r-· 
A. W. Hadder, _Director 
•. , .. ENFORCEMENT DIVISION 
# ~ •• :. 
cc: Dr. Morris ~. Brehmer - Virginia Institutc of Ma.rine Science 
Mr. Elbert Cox - Commission of Outdoor Recreation 
Mr. Dale F. Jones - Division of Water Resources 
Mr.· Cloydc Wiley -· State Dept. of Heal th - Bureau of Shell fish Sa 
Mr. Jeff Si.nclair - Marine Re.sources Commission 
. Mr·. Richard Gibbons· 
·.Landscape Architect 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
NORFOLK DISTRICT. CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
FORT NORFOLK. 803 FRONT STREET 
NORFOLK •. YIRGINIA 23519 
~ '· . 
Virginia Division of State Parks .. 
501 Southern S-tates Building 
9. . ·., ..• : . . ~ . 
:-· .t•, ... · 
. ~. . ~-. ' . 
. .~ .. 
RECEIVED. 
. . 
. MAY 10 1972_. 
•I• '< • 
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... · . · 7th and. Main Streets · 
Richmond,· Y;i:rgini_a 23219 . , ,·:?}t}\ 
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De~r· Mr. Gibbons·: 
Reference is made to the Reconnaissance Report, Taskinas Creek, 16 May 1969,· 
and the plan of improvement recommended therein. This plan of improvement 
provides for an entrance channel 80 feet wide and 6 feet deep from the 6~ 
foot contour in York River to a point just downstream of the proposed mari-
na fac~lities within the creek, a distance of about 5,300 feet. It also 
_provides for construction of a jetty £tom deep water in.the York River to 
.the mouth of Taskinas Creek in the event experience shows· that· the average 
annual cost of maintenance dredging exceeds the annual charges for the.jetty. 
. . . " 
As shown on the inclosed map, the disposal area considered at that time was 
south of the proposed channel. The estimated total first cost for dredging 
the improvement at the time the report was prepared, was $140,000 pius the 
State of Virginia's costs for provision of spillways, dikes,and ~yster re-
leases. The State will bear one-half of the first cost for dredging, esti-
mated at about $70,000, plus an additional $10,000 for the spillways, dikes,· 
and oyster releases. 
Based on the same plan as presented in the referenced report, our current 
estimate for the proposed improvement i-s the same as presented above. 
We understand you are considering changing the spoil disposal area to the 
top of the hill south of the proposed channel into Taskinas Creek. This 
would increase the current cost estimate of dredging about $20,000. Con-
struction of the levees on top of the hill would be a major problem. 
· Furthermore, the height of the levees may vary from 30 to 40 feet. A very 
rough estimate for the cost of the levees is about $100,000. All of these 
costs would have to be borne by the State of Virginia. 
It'is requested that this office be advised (1) whether the Division of S~ate 
Parks wishes to change the location of. the disposal area at the increased 
, cost indicated above and (2) whe~ it is planned to fund the project. 
: .· 




. _ NAOEN-:R . ."9 ,May-.1972 . 
Mr. Richard Gibbons 
·¥1 requested, a log of the ·borings ~aken in Taskinas Creek alo~g ·the. 
prop~se_d channel · is inclosed. 
2 Incls 
1. Map-Taskinas Creek, 
Va., 31 Jul 68. · 
· 2. Borings· 
. _- ~ . ; 
' , . . '• . 
Sinc~~ely yo¥~s, 
·~ . ;,t .. 
-~~~ 
~ Chief, Engineering Division 
2 
Appendix B 






















































































* Abundant = A 
Frequent = F 
Occasional= 0 
Rare = R 
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Vegetation Standing Crop Dry Weight (Tons/acre) August-September, .. 19'(2 .. .. ·.: . . .. ~ . :·: .·· .. ;• ..... 
Inaide Morine outs.ide Marina York River Frontage 
Species ~ rane;e ~ range mean ran~e 
Saltmarsh cordgrass 1.27 .16 - 2.13 1.47 .11 - 2.91 1.40 .11 - 1.91 
Saltmeadow hay .88 .07 - 2.07 .75 .07 - 2.22 .26 .01 - .67 
Saltgrass .61 .07 - 2.04 .76 .01 - 2.63 .83 .02 - 1.98 
Saltmarsh bulrush .12 .01 - . 53 .02 .01 - .03 .10 .05 - .13 
Olney threesquare .33 .02 - 1.22 .33 .o4 - .79 .12 
Narrowleaf cattail . 58 .38 - .78 3.54 3.30 - 3.77 
Big cordgrass . 65 1.39 .13 - 4.96 4.58 .u - 9.38 
Marsh aster .o4 .02 - .08 .17 .06 - .33 
Softstem bulrush 1.70 
Pickerel weed 3.66 
Black needler.ush 3.74 
Smartweed .08 .o4 - .12 
Mint .21 .19 - .24 
